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Abstract
First-generation African American students often find it challenging transitioning from high
school to college. Despite facing challenges, many of these students enroll and persist to degree
attainment. The purpose of this study is to explore the lived experiences of first-generation
African American college students at PWIs. This qualitative, phenomenological study utilizes
the marginality and mattering theory as a lens to examine the lived experiences of firstgeneration African American college students who persevered from predominantly Black high
schools to predominantly White institutions (PWIs). Much of the research on first-generation
college students tends to focus on quantifiable data such as GPAs and the rate at which students
graduate. Although these statistics are important, far less is known about the lived experiences of
first-generation African-American students on the campuses of PWIs. There are meaningful
realities that can be learned from this group of students. Contexts such as a lack of sense of
belonging and social capital and increase in microaggressions are rooted in the experiences of
these students. As such, institutions of higher education (IHEs), counselors, faculty, staff, and
researchers of higher education stand to learn more about how to support first-generation African
American students at PWIs by allowing them to give voice to their own lived experiences. This
type of comprehensive, qualitative research is necessary to explore the lives of these students as
they transition to higher education.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
College enrollment can be challenging, even for well-resourced students. First-generation
African American college students, however, often come from low-income families and face
barriers related to race that can make college enrollment especially challenging. Lack of access
to information regarding academic preparation, college options, college admissions, as well as
lack of information about financial resources and college advising are also indicated as barriers
for this group of students (Froggé & Woods, 2018; Irlbeck et al., 2014; Keels, 2013; NCES,
2018). Given the difference in enrollment rates between first-generation and continuinggeneration students, first-generation students are frequently targeted for federal student outreach
and support programs. The federal TRIO programs were enacted to support individuals who are
low-income and first-generation in efforts to raise student preparation for postsecondary
education and to increase enrollment rates (Engle & Tinto, 2008; NCES, 2001). There is
similarly a difference in enrollment rates between African American students and White
students. The 2013 total college enrollment rate for White students was fifty-six percent, which
is much higher than the fifteen percent rate for Black students (NCES, 2016).
First-Generation College Students
First-generation college students generally have more difficulty transitioning from high
school to college than their continuing-generation peers (Irlbeck et al., 2014; Pascarella et al.,
2004). In a study by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the difference in
completion rate for a bachelor’s degree between first-generation college students and those with
at least one parent having obtained a bachelor’s degree or higher was nearly fifty percent (2016).
While a great deal of literature reveals that institutions of higher education (IHE) administrators
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are concerned with student enrollment and retention rates (Froggé & Woods, 2018), a question
remains, however, of what effect transition experiences have on these students.
First-generation college students often face barriers because they lack the social capital
their continuing-generation peers have (Bryan et al., 2017). Havlik et al. (2020) note that firstgeneration college students have trouble gaining social capital. Social capital is defined as
resources through social ties and relationships that can help individuals achieve positive
educational, professional, and life outcomes (Bryan et al., 2017; Farmer-Hinton & McCullough,
2008). First-generation college students lack social capital because they cannot rely on their
parents’ college going experiences and consequently possess limited knowledge regarding
college search and selection.
Froggé and Woods (2018) report first-generation college students have trouble
succeeding at IHEs and face barriers to academic success. Pike and Kuh (2005) state that as a
result of wide-ranging barriers, first-generation college students demonstrate lower levels of
college readiness, enrollment, and retention. They further cite a three-year persistence rate of
seventy-three percent for first-generation college students compared to eighty-eight percent for
continuing-generation students. Havlik et al. (2020) and Pascarella et al. (2004) suggest this
persistence gap can stem from the following barriers: first-generation students come from lower
income families and low resourced schools, are underprepared academically, are more likely to
drop out after the first year, have difficulty integrating socially and academically, feel othered,
and struggle between two worlds. Taking these barriers into account, it is important to
understand the experiences of first-generation college students and their transition from high
school to IHEs.
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Significant Encounters
Upon entering a predominantly White institution (PWI), African American students are
immediately aware they are one of few Blacks on campus and may feel inclined to conform to
the dominant culture (Sedlacek, 1987). Feeling the need to adapt and conform to a normalized
white campus culture can lead to African American students feeling marginalized and that they
do not matter in the new environment (Schlossberg, 1989). Such cultures may also be racially
toxic and include microaggressions, which are forms of daily racism and stereotypes towards
people of color (Swim et al., 2003). For example, African American students at PWIs often
experience racist joking and stereotyping. White students often assume Black students are
athletes or that they were accepted to an institution to fill a racial quota simply because they are
Black.
Some Black students also give accounts of being excluded from group projects, which
leaves them feeling invisible and not part of the campus community (Feagin & Sikes, 1995).
They also describe how some White professors do not respond well to papers with topics
regarding African culture and unfairly grade the student (Feagin & Sikes, 1995). The inability to
initiate meaningful discussions on non-European cultures or to incorporate Black perspectives
make Black students feel alienated from class which, consequently, can make students feel
marginalized and like they do not matter (Schlossberg, 1989). The ability to incorporate Black
perspectives into course curricula helps Black students feel they matter. Schlossberg (1989)
states, “mattering is the experience of others depending on us, being interested in us, and being
concerned with our fate” (p. 7). That is to say, that an individual’s need to feel like they matter
in social circles, academic settings, and with peers and family is undeniable.
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First-generation college students are typically students of color and are the fastest
growing group to enroll to college (Jehangir, 2010). There is little research that identifies how to
serve the particular needs of first-generation African American college students at PWIs. Upon
arrival to PWIs, African American students discover they are outnumbered by White students
and have many White instructors who mostly teach course curricula centered on White
individuals. Taking into consideration the history of segregated schools, the transition of African
American students from same race schools to PWIs can lead to these students feeling
marginalized on campus. Schlossberg (1989) observed that first-year students transitioning to
college can feel marginal and unimportant. Individuals transitioning to a new environment often
feel marginal and ask themselves “do I belong in this new place?” Students from same race
schools feel central and important in these schools but can feel marginal upon arrival to a new
environment. Anytime an individual experiences a transition, there is a likelihood of feeling
marginal.
However, feelings of being marginalized are increased for first-generation African
American college students. First-generation students, especially students of color, often have
trouble integrating into the new settings of PWIs and can experience feelings of alienation and
marginalization. African American students can experience alienation due to a lack of a
connection at PWIs, and the inability to assimilate into the new environment can lead to intense
feelings of marginalization. Marginality is the opposite of mattering; it is the feeling of not fitting
in and not being accepted (Schlossberg, 1989). While first-generation college students are noted
to feel othered, African American students experience similar feelings of “onlyness” (Harper,
2013). Black students often feel they are the only Black student on campus, and experiences of
racism and discrimination can exacerbate and intensify feelings of marginality.
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Additionally, African American students at PWIs contend with typical school
pressures, such as academic performance and social integration, but they may also struggle with
forging positive relationships with White faculty members. Poor relationships with White faculty
can make African American students feel they do not matter. Students need to feel a connection
to the institution, which includes relationships with faculty members, to believe they matter and
are significant in the new environment (Schlossberg, 1989).
Racism and Microaggressions
African American students at PWIs can also experience a wide range of challenges
related to racism and microaggressions (Allen et al., 2013). These students may experience
blatant racism, which can send a distinct message of “inferiority”, and many also experience less
subtle messages, or microaggressions, leaving African American students feeling detached and
alienated, as if they do not matter (Tyne et al., 2013). Racism further leads to feelings of
marginality and disconnection from the institution, as well as leads to racial battle fatigue,
anxiety, stress, and depression (Smith et al., 2016). The aforementioned experiences are
reflective of the concepts of marginality and mattering as described by Schlossberg (1989).
Consequently, when faculty members take notice of how these students feel, it makes them feel
they are an integral part of the institution and that they matter to others (Schlossberg, 1989).
Historical Overview
In the United States, African Americans have been historically marginalized in education.
However, through court decisions, political movements, and laws, African Americans now enjoy
the same rights as White Americans to full educational inclusion and to pursue higher education.
Despite full inclusion in the educational system, however, many African American students may
still feel like they do not belong in higher education (Jones, 2017). It is important, therefore, to
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understand the hard-won struggles for equitable education and inclusion. There are three
important historical moments that helped end legal institutional discrimination in education: the
14th Amendment, Brown v the Board of Education, and the civil rights movement.
14th Amendment
The equal protection clause of the 14th amendment of the United States constitution in
part states “nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws”
(347 U.S. 483 (1954)). This was essentially designed to prevent institutional discrimination and
it also provided that individuals in the same circumstances be treated the same. Furthermore, this
section was introduced to combat historical prejudices (Strayhorn & Johnson, 2014). The
sociologist W.E.B DuBois argued as long as there are schools specifically for African American
students and schools specifically for White students, there will never be a real democracy.
DuBois further argued that African Americans do not require separate schools, but what they
need is simply an education (DuBois, 1935; Wells and Crain, 1994). The 14th amendment
allowed for any person, no matter their race, to have equal protection by laws in the United
States. It also became the basis for Brown v Board. While Brown v Board did not eradicate
predominantly White schools, it provided African Americans access to these institutions
(Strayhorn & Johnson, 2014). What is equally important to note is that when the Supreme Court
decided the 14th amendment applied to all American citizens, the decision addressed education
inequalities, segregation and discrimination, but it also had consequences for Black students at
PWIs.
Although the 14th amendment facilitated increased enrollment of African Americans at
PWIs, more remains to be understood regarding their psychosocial experiences on these
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campuses. African American students have increased their enrollment at PWIs, and they
continue to face racialized barriers. Considering higher education is to prepare its students to
contribute and participate in democracy, African American students should similarly benefit
from diversity (Gurin et al., 2002; Strayhorn & Johnson, 2014).
Brown v BOE
The decision of Brown v Board of Education of Topeka Kansas (1954) ruled that racial
segregation in public schools was a violation of the 14th amendment. Oliver Brown, an African
American father and a plaintiff in the Brown v Board of Education case, sought legal restitution
when his daughter was denied admission to an all-white school. Brown and other plaintiffs
challenged education segregation and, with the help of civil rights groups, filed a case against the
school district (Pitts, 1999). The Supreme Court ruled the 14th amendment guarantees equal
protection; essentially maintaining separate but equal is unconstitutional regarding educational
facilities (Benjamin & Crouse, 2002; Zirkel & Cantor, 2004).
Civil Rights Movement
The civil rights movement of the 1960s saw African American students integrate into
college campuses. This decade was also the era of many desegregation cases, peaceful and
violent demonstrations, and Black students being escorted to PWIs by state troopers (Zirkel &
Cantor, 2004). Many may be unaware of the names and circumstances of key individuals but
might be familiar with historic photos of Ruby Bridges, a six-year-old girl with pigtails, being
escorted to school by federal marshals, as she was the first African American child to attend an
all-white public school. There was also Thurgood Marshall accompanying Autherine Lucy from
a courthouse after she was initially denied entry into the University of Alabama. Finally, there
was James Meredith, the first African American student to attend the University of Mississippi,
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who repeatedly was denied acceptance into the University of Mississippi, integrated, and later
graduated in 1962 (Combs et al., 2016).
Fast forward 60 years and the nation has moved from the civil rights movements to social
justice movements (Harper, 2008). Social events continue to be plagued with incidents of
African Americans being far more disproportionately disadvantaged than Whites (Wells and
Crain, 1994). Considering racism has been embedded in our society, attention to historical and
continued racism has given rise to “hashtags” across social media platforms (Jones, 2017). One
commonly known hashtag is #BlackLivesMatter. This recent movement nationally highlights
race-based atrocities and murders of Black people (Smith et al., 2016). This phrase has led to
demonstrations to bring attention to and eradicate white supremacy and violence against Blacks;
it is also meant to improve social and economic power in the Black community. Although this
hashtag gained national attention, there have also been demonstrations to counter the hashtag:
#AllLivesMatter is a movement that has been met with criticism. Critics of the #AllLivesMatter
movement argue that dropping the word Black from #BlackLivesMatter and replacing it with
#All erases the history of racism in the United States and the fact that “Black people have not yet
been included in the idea of ‘all lives’” (Jones, 2017, p. 67).
Social movements like the civil rights movement and #BlackLivesMatter are generally
prompted by feelings of inferiority (Jones, 2017). This feeling of inferiority often results in racial
battle fatigue (Smith et al., 2016). African American students continue to encounter challenges
such as exclusion, not feeling welcome, or that they matter at PWIs (Harvey et al., 2004), which
can lead to racial battle fatigue. Although there were other seminal court cases such as Sweatt v
Painter (1950) and Sipuel v Board of Regents of University of Oklahoma (1948) (Strayhorn &
Johnson, 2014), there have been relatively few prominent movements between the decision of
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Brown v Board and the founding of the #BlackLivesMatter movement; consequently, African
Americans enrolled at PWIs continue to be presented with different racial experiences compared
to their white counterparts (Eimers & Pike, 1997; Davis et al., 2004; Hunn, 2014).
Meeting the Challenges
Despite African Americans having access to equitable education, racial disparity
continues in higher education, with African American students feeling out of place and
experiencing subtle forms of discrimination that can adversely affect their academic performance
and progress. Racial disparities perpetuate the inequities that exist between first-generation
African American college students and their White counterparts at PWIs (Abdullah, 2017).
According to Banks and Dohy (2019), forty-five percent of African American students at PWIs
will have a degree within six years of enrollment in an institution of higher education (IHE)
compared to their White counterparts who had a graduation rate of sixty-seven percent. This
statistic extends the argument that the significance of the Brown decision has not fully been
realized. As a result of this failed realization, “most predominantly White colleges and
universities have remained just that-- predominantly White” (Harper, 2008, p. 1031).
First-generation African American college students face barriers in their pursuit to degree
attainment, starting with difficulties navigating college admissions and financial aid applications
(Belasco, 2013). Upon attending a PWI, these difficulties are further manifested by a lack of
sense of belonging and social capital and increase in microaggressions. Considering barriers still
exist, first-generation African Americans remain underrepresented at PWIs (Perna, 2000).
Although Perna (2000) contends African Americans remain underrepresented, Carter and Welner
(2013) suggest the civil rights movement helped increase African American access to higher
education as their White counterparts and accelerated African American progress in education.
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The literature reflects more than one definition for first-generation college students. Firstgeneration college students can be defined as those students for whom neither parent has earned
a bachelor’s degree (U.S. Department of Education, 2011). For purposes of this study,
first-generation college students are defined as the first in their family to attend college (Choy,
2001; Ives & Castillo-Montoya, 2020; Jehangir, 2010; Stebleton et al., 2014). First-generation
college students are more likely to be low-income students of color, and tend to enter IHEs after
having attended overcrowded, inner-city high schools where not much is expected of the student,
resources are few, funds are low, and there are fewer prepared teachers than schools attended by
their White counterparts (Ancis, et al., 2000; Nguyen, Bibo & Engle, 2012; Noguera, 2001;
Solórzano et al., 2000).
According to NCES (2020) reports, the college enrollment rate in year 2018 for Black
students was thirty-seven percent. Further, of all full-time faculty in degree-granting
postsecondary institutions in fall 2018, seventy-five percent of full-time faculty members were
White (NCES, 2020). This data reveals there is a mismatch between the racial composition of the
teacher workforce and students. In other words, there are disparities between the racial
composition of students of color and the composition of the American teaching force. To put it
succinctly, the teacher workforce is not representative of the student body but increasing
workforce diversity might help to improve racial achievement gaps (Goldhaber et al., 2019).
Being included in such a small percentage of the student body is in itself a challenge to one’s
sense of belonging. Students’ aspirations and college enrollment increase when they have a
supportive school culture (Corwin et al., 2004) and instructors who look like them. From this
perspective, first-generation African American college students should benefit from the same
access as their White counterparts (Ben-Porath & Johanek, 2019). Although first-generation
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African American college students face challenges, a number of them enroll in college and do
persist to degree attainment. In fact, Gardner (2013) reported that in year 2010, forty-one
percent of first-generation students who identified as African American were doctoral recipients.
It has been over sixty years since the civil rights era saw cases like Brown v Board;
however, African Americans still have not received equality in higher education and the data
remains discouraging. The 2013 total college enrollment rate for White students was fifty-six
percent, which is much higher than the fifteen percent rate for Black students (NCES, 2016).
This enrollment gap not only is a signal of failure for the student, but for the institution and
consequentially, democracy.
Once enrolled, the pursuit of a college degree for any first-generation college student can
seem overwhelming; however, the barriers first-generation African American college students
face in their pursuit of a college degree are compounded by racial challenges (Nguyen, Bibo &
Engle, 2012). First-generation African American college students tend to come from families
who have no experience transitioning to college, are low-income, and are looking to complete
college to improve their socioeconomic status (SES) (Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006; Stebleton
et al., 2014). To create more equitable outcomes, not only do PWIs need to increase the number
of first-generation African American students on their campuses, leaders at the institutions also
need to improve African American students’ experiences when they arrive to these campuses.
Degree completion rates for African American students continue to lag behind the
completion rate for other students. Bridges (2018) reported that among students enrolled in fouryear institutions, forty-five percent of African American students complete their degrees in six
years, the lowest rate compared to other races and ethnicities. It is not only important that PWIs
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increase the number of African American students on their campuses, but also to understand
their experiences when they attend these institutions.
Lack of Institutional Support
First-generation African American college students typically do not experience the same
level of support as their White counterparts, making them less successful in higher education.
After attending overcrowded, underfunded schools, first-generation African American college
students upon entering PWIs often experience problems such as microaggressions, no sense of
belonging, and a lack of social capital, which can leave them feeling marginalized and that they
do not matter. Additionally, first-generation college students are often faced with challenges and
lack the support and resources that prepare them to successfully transition from high school to
college (Pascarella et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2007). Moreover, the transition from high school to
college can be extremely difficult (Green, 2006), and it is during this time Black students begin
to feel unwanted and unwelcome at PWIs (Smith et al., 2016). Because of racial disparities and
feelings of not belonging, first-generation African American college students often require more
support to help them transition to and through their first year at a PWI.
While literature exists on first-generation college students, there is a need for
understanding the experiences of first-generation African American college students. Adams &
McBrayer (2020) stated “the intersectionality of being both a student of color and being a firstgeneration college student regarding the student experience integrating into the culture of PWIs
is understudied” (p. 735). Understanding the lived experiences of underrepresented firstgeneration college students at PWIs can provide teachers and higher education administrators
and counselors with more effective ways to support these students by considering the challenges
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they face. Creating programs for this group of students to feel welcome on the campuses of PWIs
will help ease the formation of racial-ethnic disparities.
The experiences these students had by attending predominantly Black high schools are
considerably different from the experiences at PWIs, and therefore typically do not help them
transition to, nor frame their knowledge of navigating campuses of PWIs. Considering there
should be a spotlight on all issues that plague African American communities, the inequity of
education needs to be underscored, as higher education is a launchpad to upward mobility for
this group. This study will reveal how to help these students seamlessly navigate the transition
to a four-year PWI.
These institutions must understand the academic and cultural experiences of firstgeneration African American college students in efforts to develop a more welcoming campus
that supports the needs of these unique students. Utilizing Schlossberg’s (1989) theory of
marginality and mattering as a conceptual framework will help explain and understand the sense
of belonging of first-generation African American college students at PWIs. Being intentional in
efforts to make African American students feel connected at PWIs can influence positive
outcomes for student success. As such, it is important IHE professionals understand the issues of
marginality and mattering for first-generation African American college students.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand how first-generation African
American college students feel they matter at a PWI. Students feeling that they matter can lead to
positive educational experiences. It is important to understand the lived experiences of this group
of students and what support and experiences helped them transition to and navigate through
college. Furthermore, understanding the needs and experiences of first-generation African
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American college students at PWIs can help higher education administrators and faculty develop
and implement ways to help these students feel connected and that they matter at a PWI.
On the whole, experiencing college life as a first-generation college student can be
difficult compared to the experience of a continuing-generation college student (Forbus, et al.,
2011). Equally important to note is that first-generation African American college students who
attend PWIs experience cultural changes, lack of belonging, and systemic racism, which cause a
demanding college-going experience. In this regard, it is important to understand the experiences
of African American students at PWIs and what these institutions can do to improve their
experiences to retain them at these institutions.
There is a gap in the literature with respect to the voices and experiences of firstgeneration African American students attending a PWI, who may face additional challenges on
campus related to marginality and mattering based on race.
Schlossberg’s (1989) theory of marginality and mattering, however, has rarely been used
to explain the experiences of first-generation African American college students at PWIs.
Schlossberg’s theory of marginality and mattering will be used in the study to help understand
and explain the transition and integration experiences of first-generation African American
college students at a PWI.
Schlossberg’s (1989) theory of marginality and mattering is based on the uncertainties of
life’s transitions. Schlossberg presumed that when individuals experience transitions (entering
first grade or college, getting married, or retiring), they question if they can handily navigate the
transition and adapt to the new role. She believed that when individuals transition to new roles,
this increases instances of feeling marginal, which she categorized as lacking a sense of
belonging.
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Schlossberg (1989) explicated that when the old and new roles contrast, the dissimilarity
makes a person experience increased feelings of marginality, particularly if there are no
precedents in place for the new role. In an attempt to situate her opinion, she gives as an example
the first nontraditional aged college students to attend school with traditional-aged college
students (Schlossberg, 1989). She remarked the nontraditional aged college student had no
precedent in place and therefore may have felt more marginal. Schlossberg (1989) indicated
everyone feels marginal at some point. She furthers this thought by providing an example of a
first-year college student who may have felt marginal upon entering college, successfully
integrates and becomes part of the campus community, will feel marginal many times over after
graduating, entering the job market, and also relocating to a new state.
Marginality and mattering not only apply to career development, but also extends to
higher education. Schlossberg (1989) determined that both concepts are directly connected to
students’ experiences and their perception of fitting in on campus. The extent of how well
individuals perform in their professional, personal, and academic lives are concerned with
feelings of being marginal or feelings of mattering (Schlossberg, 1989), where either can make a
significant difference in student outcomes. Students with the intersectionality of being firstgeneration and African American face challenges with feeling marginal or like they matter at
PWIs.
Intersectionality is used to understand the experiences of individuals who have varying
identities. Further, it allows researchers to address the academic and social experiences of
students whose first-generation status intersects with age, race, religion, and SES (Ives &
Castillo-Montoya, 2020). For purposes of this research, it will be used to understand the
experiences of students who are both African American and first-generation.
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It is important to understand intersectionality because it frames an understanding of firstgeneration African American students at PWIs, as African Americans already tend to be
underrepresented at these institutions. While there is a growing body of research on college
students’ persistence and retention, additional research should focus on the experiences of
college students who are African American and have first-generation status.
Research Questions
Based on Creswell & Poth’s (2018) discussion on how research should give participants a
voice and allow individuals to embrace their own reality, research questions were generated
to guide this study. This study will provide a means for voices to be heard and will obtain data to
support the voices of first-generation African American students who attended PWIs.
Investigation of the following research questions will occur through a phenomenological
approach:
1. What experiences do first-generation African American college students identify as
making them feel like they matter in their educational experience at a predominantly
White institution?
2. What do first-generation African American college students perceive as
marginalizing in their experiences at PWIs?
3. How does racism experienced by first-generation African American students at PWIs
affect their sense of marginality and mattering?
4. How do microaggressions experienced by first-generation African American students
at PWIs contribute to their sense of mattering?
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Rationale and Significance
Understanding what first-generation African American college students identify as
making them feel like they matter at PWIs can help higher education administrators and
educators develop early orientation programs that help students to integrate and feel welcome on
campus.
Summer orientations might include encouragement to bring family members on campus
so they too can understand what resources are available to students, thus helping to facilitate
support from family members who have not attended college. It is important for parents who
have not attended college to understand the expectations of their children as first-generation
college students. Additionally, having instructors participate in summer orientations might allow
students the opportunity to begin to develop relationships and build social capital with their
instructors.
This study is designed to explore the lived experiences of first-generation African
American students, which can lead to a better understanding of how to help these students feel
like they matter and are not marginalized at PWIs. The findings could also contribute to
educational research by extending the literature on the intersectionality and challenges of being
first-generation and African American. By illuminating the experiences of this group of students,
this phenomenological study could help add rich information for the creation of programs to help
this group of students’ transition from urban high schools to PWIs. The findings can also inform
PWIs about how to support these students at their institutions. According to Harper (2013), when
PWIs support minority students, they improve students’ experiences, which can also benefit the
university in terms of increased retention and graduation rates.
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Definitions of Key Terms
The following terms are defined for use in this study.

First-generation college students: Students whose parents have neither attended nor earned a
degree from a postsecondary institution (Jehangir, 2010).

Institution of higher education (IHE): institutions of higher education are postsecondary
institutions to include conventional universities such as arts, humanities, and science faculties
and more specialized university institutions in agriculture, engineering, science, and technology.
The concept of higher education also includes such post-secondary institutions like polytechnics,
colleges of education. This wide spectrum does not exhaust the possibilities of forms of higher
education (Alemu, 2018).

Postsecondary education institution: Universities, colleges, and other educational institutions
offering programs leading to bachelor’s, master’s, first-professional, and/or doctor’s degrees;
community colleges and other 2 year educational institutions offering programs leading to
associate degrees, diplomas, certificates of completion, and/or their equivalents (Putnam, 1981).

PWI (predominantly White institution): Institutions where more White students are enrolled at
the institution than are students who are members of underrepresented racial groups (Bourke,
2016).

Sense of belonging: Students’ perceived social support on campus, a feeling of sensation or
connectedness, and the experience of mattering or feeling cared about, accepted, respected,
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valued by, and important to the campus community or others on campus such as faculty, staff,
and peers (Strayhorn, 2018).
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Role of the Researcher
It is important to note I am a first-generation African American college student who has
only attended PWIs. Neither of my parents attended college. They both were blue-collar workers.
My father served nearly thirty years in law enforcement and my mother was a laundry worker,
often having to rely on my father for financial security. Having observed my mother’s financial
dependence in my childhood, not attending college was never an option. I always equated having
a college degree with success. I believed if I had a degree, I would have a job. Consequently, I
would always be independent. I faced challenges transitioning from high school to college and
had even faced academic probation during undergraduate studies. My parents had no collegegoing experience, which left me with a lack of social capital to help me navigate college
(understanding a syllabus or office hours, for example). This lack of social capital negatively
affected my transition from high school to college.
Having the experience of being a first-generation African American college student who
attended PWIs influenced my decision to pursue this study. In pursuit of my doctoral degree,
researching this group of students provided me a deeper understanding of what this group
experiences, as well as how and to whom I should have expressed my needs while an
undergraduate student at a PWI.
Organization of Paper
The remainder of this paper is further broken down into sections. The next section
provides a review of the literature related to first-generation African American college students.
First, I explain the conceptual framework and explain how the concepts of marginality and
mattering are directly related to student experiences and their feelings of belonging at
institutions. Second, it describes intersectionality. Third, I review transition experiences of first-
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generation African American students to PWIs. Then, the methodology section describes the
approaches to be used within this study to collect and analyze the data related to the lived
experiences of first-generation African American college students at a PWI. After this, the
findings section presents themes that emerged from data collection. Lastly, the discussion section
summarizes the findings, discusses implications for practice, includes recommendations for
further research, and ends with a conclusion.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The intent of this literature review is to identify and describe barriers and challenges that
first-generation college students, particularly African American students, face when transitioning
from high school to college, specifically PWIs. In this section, the literature review includes the
conceptual framework that will be used to explore and explain first-generation African American
students’ experiences at PWIs. I will review the literature on first-generation students and
difficulties they face transitioning to college. The literature review will also illuminate the
challenges and psychosocial issues African American students face transitioning to PWIs.
There are studies of this student demographic and their transition experiences to PWIs,
but not from a phenomenological approach. For example, Jack (2014), conducted a narrative
case study of their marginality experiences. Vaccaro and Newman (2016) studied their transition
experiences at a PWI by utilizing a grounded theory method.
It is important to mention first-generation college students are well-studied, but there is
also an increasing amount of literature on first-generation college students with various
intersecting identities. For example, Rodriguez et al. (2021) studied first-generation college
students who are Mexican American. Wurster et al. (2013) provided a case sample of firstgeneration college students who are veterans. Tevis and Griffen (2014) conducted a qualitative
case study on first-generation college students with disabilities. Martin (2015) conducted a
qualitative study on low-income first-generation White students.
There is limited scholarship, however, on students with intersecting identities of being
both African American and a first-generation college student (McCoy, 2014). These students
who are first in their family to attend college are a heterogeneous group of students who have
intersecting identities. Being the first in their family to attend college and being an African
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American student at a PWI is an example of this intersectionality. This group of college students
and their families, like other groups, consider a college degree as a path to upward mobility
(Hunn, 2014). Considering most first-generation African American students will attend PWIs
and are less likely to persist to degree attainment, this study is designed to examine the
psychosocial experiences of these students transitioning to these institutions.
I chose the concepts of belonging, microaggressions, and social capital because they are
especially salient to the transition experiences of first-generation African American college
students at PWIs and to mattering and marginality for these students.
Belonging for first-generation African American students involves a prosocial need to
feel important at PWIs. A sense of belonging refers to students’ believing they “fit” in the
university setting and that they should be there, which is an important precondition for mattering
and feeling valued (Hoffman et al., 2002). It further involves students’ perceptions of “feeling
cared about, accepted, respected, valued by, and important to the campus community or others
on campus such as faculty, staff, and peers” (Strayhorn, 2018, p. 4).
Microaggressions are subtle insults directed toward people of color and recurring forms
of daily racism (Swim et al., 2003). Although microaggressions on the surface may seem
innocuous to those perpetrating them, first-generation African American students perceive them
as clear messages that their experiences are not valued and that they do not belong at PWIs
(Solorzano, Ceja & Yosso, 2001). Microaggressions denigrate first-generation African American
students and their experiences, effectively devaluing their concerns and often pushing them to
the margins of college life and culture (Pierce, 1995).
Social capital involves networks and relationships of people and resources that help
individuals succeed (Bordieu, 1986). Social capital may also help first-generation African
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American students navigate the transition to college and subsequently succeed by using
resources and information (Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006; Lin, 1999). However,
first-generation African American students often experience microaggressions that make them
feel unimportant (Pierce, 1995), thereby preventing and reducing the acquisition of needed social
capital rather than enhancing it.
This chapter includes an explication of the conceptual framework that serves as the
foundation for the current study. Second, it provides an overview of the relevant literature on
how the intersectionality of race and first-generation status can affect African American
students’ experiences at PWIs. Third, this chapter includes explanation of why first-generation
African American college students may lack a sense of belonging at PWIs. Then, it includes a
discussion of the microaggressions African American students experience at PWIs. Next, the
chapter includes discussion of the social capital first-generation African American college
students need but may lack access to at IHEs. Lastly, it ends with the chapter summary.
Conceptual Framework
Schlossberg’s theory of marginality and mattering (1989) (see Appendix A) will serve as
the conceptual lens for exploring and explaining the transition experiences of first-generation
African American college students at PWIs. Schlossberg has extensively studied adult transitions
and determined the concepts of marginality and mattering are directly attributed to fitting in
(1989); her work is an extension of Rosenberg and McCullough’s (1981) work on mattering.
Schlossberg (1989) contends that marginality and mattering do not only apply to career
development, but also extends to higher education.
Schlossberg’s theory continues to be influential in understanding people in transition,
especially first-generation students’ transition to college and African American students’
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transition to college. For example, Huerta and Fishman (2014) used marginality and mattering to
conduct a qualitative study on first-generation Latino male students’ transition to college. Hadley
et al. (2020) utilized the theory to explore the high school to college transition experiences of
students with learning disabilities. Additionally, Palmer and Maramba (2012) used the theory of
marginality and mattering to examine Black male graduation rates at an HBCU.
Mattering
Schlossberg (1989), defines mattering as “the feeling that others depend on us, are
interested in us, and are concerned with our fate” (Schlossberg, 1989, p. 7). Hoffman et al.
(2002) reiterate Schlossberg’s point by saying individuals feel valued and important when they
are part of systems or environments. Mattering can make a difference in feeling the achievement
of success or the anguish of failure in life events (Schlossberg, 1989). A geographical move to a
new job spurred Schlossberg’s passion for transitions (Schlossberg, 2011). She questioned
herself why a voluntary move caused her to feel confused and anxious. Acknowledging she
could not fully concretize her sentiments as a result of her move, she began studying transitions
in employment (Schlossberg, 2011). She determined it is not the transition itself that is crucial,
but how the transition affects individuals’ expectations, associations, lifestyles, and roles.
Schlossberg (1989) stated her work on transitions led her to believe people who are
transitioning to new roles feel marginal and that they do not matter. When individuals are
transitioning to college, marrying, or leaving the workforce, they wonder if they will feel
marginal or if they will matter.
Schlossberg (1989) acknowledged the aspect of mattering was first conceptualized by
sociologists Morris Rosenberg and B. Claire McCullough in their 1981 exploration of
adolescents’ beliefs that they matter to their parents. Schlossberg (1989) stated although the
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sociologists’ research centered on adolescents, their inquiry into mattering reinforced her interest
in adolescents and adults in transitions. In 1985, Schlossberg extended Rosenberg and
McCullough’s work on mattering to include students transitioning to higher education
(Schlossberg, 1989).
In higher education, Schlossberg’s (1989) framework on mattering emphasizes students’
desire to feel important on campus, particularly by peers and faculty (Johnson et al., 2007).
Schlossberg (1989) and Nora (2004) posited that students need to know they belong and “fit” at
institutions, which is important in the first two years. Research (Eimers & Pike, 1997; Reason,
Terenzini & Domingo, 2006) suggests transitions are brief and typically occur within the
transition from high school to the first two years of college. The first year of college is important
to the success of any college student, but the transition of first-generation African-American
college students from predominantly Black high schools to PWIs can be especially challenging
(Rayle & Chung, 2007). The transition process often makes first-generation college students feel
caught between two worlds, their home culture and campus culture (Adams & McBrayer, 2020;
Bennett et al., 2000).
When African American students can socially and academically integrate into PWIs and
create positive relationships with peers and faculty, it may be that they have achieved feelings of
mattering and belonging on these campuses. African American students at PWIs who do not
have relationships with White faculty, for example, report feeling less engaged (Shavers and
Moore, 2019).
Mattering on campus is important for African Americans to transition effectively to
college and persist until graduation (Jones, 2017). It is important African American students on
campuses of PWIs feel they fit and are essential on these campuses. Although the contrast of
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personal and academic environments affects students’ social and academic integration (Tibbetts
et al., 2016), the concepts of social and academic integration (both sources of mattering) can be
indicators of a student’s willingness toward degree attainment (Jones, 2017).
Marginality
Marginality is the opposite of mattering; it is the feeling individuals experience when
they no longer feel central and important, especially during a transition (Schlossberg, 1989).
Schlossberg (1989) described how the constructs of marginality and mattering help explain how
individuals make sense of their new environments and where they fit. Schlossberg further
explained how the constructs of marginality and mattering relate to transitions and how people
who are marginally situated feel they do not matter. Schlossberg (1989) suggests marginality is a
“temporary condition during transition, a description of a personality type, or a way of life” (p.
6). When an individual transitions from a tenured job to a new job, this transition can prompt a
feeling of marginality. Students who are transitioning from high school to college describe
feeling caught between “two worlds” (Schlossberg, 1989).
Schlossberg (1989) further emphasized that these two concepts are understudied in
student development; with marginality at one pole and mattering at the other. Literature suggests
African American students feel isolated at PWIs and feel no connection to campus and
community environments (Davis, et al., 2004; Lett & Wright, 2003). The framework of
marginality and mattering is significant when considering how to ensure these students feel
important and appreciated while attending a PWI, further, the framework is useful to understand
the experiences of first-generation African American students at PWIs.
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First-Generation African American College Students
First-generation college students tend to experience difficulty in college and are
underprepared academically (Ives & Castillo-Montoya, 2020). Literature suggests teachers and
higher education administrators assist first-generation college students with transition
experiences, considering students already may lack academic motivation and self-efficacy
(Froggé & Woods, 2018; Tym et al., 2004). Strong relationships with faculty are important to
student success (Guiffrida & Douthit, 2010). Additionally, this group of students is more likely
to have difficulty participating in orientations, adapting to college, and are often
underrepresented on college campuses (Froggé & Woods, 2018; Pascarella et al., 2004).
Although first-generation college students who are White experience challenges
transitioning to college, they may not share the same experiences as historically marginalized
students, who may lack a sense of belonging, experience microaggressions, and lack social
capital. Alienation can increase feelings of marginality, especially for first-generation African
American college students; however, participation can help students achieve a sense of
belonging and enhance a sense of mattering. It is even more relevant to provide an opportunity
for the voices of these students, who possess the intersectionality of first-generation and African
American, to be heard in efforts to improve their experiences at PWIs.
Much of the current literature on African American students at PWIs is immersed in
measurable data such as test scores, GPAs, and graduation rates (Feagin & Sikes, 1995), but a
closer examination of the experiences of these students at PWIs requires more than statistics.
Their voices are necessary to reveal their lived experiences, how they make sense of these
experiences and how they manage these experiences.
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Intersectionality
Kimberlé Crenshaw coined the term “intersectionality” in her 1989 critical analyses of
how Black women are treated in antidiscrimination law. Crenshaw asserted Black women were
only supported to the degree their experiences and identity connected with one of two groups:
being Black or female. By profiling three court cases that dealt with race discrimination and sex
discrimination as examples, Crenshaw (1989) describes how race, class, and gender “intersect.”
Her critique stresses how antidiscrimination framework disregards intersectionality and how this
disregard further marginalizes Black women. Her review of the legal cases demonstrates how
courts did not allow Black female plaintiffs to assert discrimination based on both demographics
of race and gender, but only one singular demographic, thus reflecting the court’s narrow view of
discrimination.
Crenshaw’s (1989) critique further illuminates Black women experience both racial
discrimination and sex discrimination and their experiences will be different from a White
woman, or a Black man. To put it succinctly, Crenshaw (1989) postulated that the law seemed to
have forgotten that Black women are both Black and female and therefore are susceptible to
enhanced discrimination experiences based on race, gender, and possibly both. The same is true
of these students with intersecting identities, they have experiences of being African American
and first-generation. Limited research examines the intersectionality of being both African
American and a first-generation college student regarding their transition experiences into PWIs,
and therefore a gap in the literature has been revealed.
Sense of Belonging
Sense of belonging is relational to marginality via an individuals’ perception of how they
fit. An aspect of sense of belonging is how one perceives they fit in a new role. First-generation
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African American college students come from families with little to no college-going experience,
and as such, there is no precedent in place for how they fit in this new role. When individuals
transition to new roles, their perceived lack of belonging closely aligns with instances of feeling
marginal. Considering PWIs have a history of exclusion, this history of exclusion, combined
with feelings of isolation and alienation makes first-generation African American college
students feel they do not belong at these institutions.
There is a small but growing body of scholarship on factors related to sense of belonging
in higher education (Johnson et al., 2007; Museus & Maramba, 2011); it also has been largely
considered in other research topics. Researchers in mental health fields such as psychology and
psychiatry are extensively skilled in this inquiry (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Sense of belonging
is a “fundamental human motivation” and it requires individuals experience “frequent,
affectively pleasant interactions” with others (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). To this point,
individuals feel a need to be an essential part of a system or environment. Strayhorn (2018)
defined sense of belonging as students’ perceived experience of feeling valued and mattering in
the campus environment. To put it another way, students’ perception of how welcoming
institutional agents are, is connected to their sense of belonging at institutions.
For many students, academic success is predicated on more than simply attending the
institution; it is also predicated on a perceived sense of belonging at the institution. Strayhorn
(2018), also stated a sense of belonging refers to students’ perceptions of “mattering or feeling
cared about, accepted, respected, valued by, and important to the campus community or others
on campus such as faculty, staff and peers” (p. 4). For Hoffman et al. (2002), a sense of
belonging refers to students’ perceptions of where they “fit” in the university setting and how
this perceived fit represents their affiliation and identification in this new environment.
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Specific attributes of sense of belonging are purported to be “fit” and “connectedness”
(Mwangi, 2016). Sense of belonging is concerned with more than just membership to a particular
group, but to fill the need to belong, it is important first-generation African American students
feel others care about his or her welfare and that they feel connected to these institutions
(Schlossberg, 1989). The above stated sense of belonging characteristics by Mwangi (2016) align
with Schlossberg’s (1989) framework in the sense that students need to perceive that their
presence is acknowledged and that they feel important and appreciated. Equally, Hotchkins et al.
(2021) report that students are less likely to persist when they lack sense of belonging.
A sense of belonging is the fundamental basis for human motivation (Ostrove & Long,
2007). Harper and Hurtado (2007) equated a sense of belonging with students feeling accepted
and wanted on campus. Student attrition rate is related to a sense of belonging on campus; the
greater the feeling of belonging, the more engaged students feel with the institution, which
positively affects their persistence toward degree attainment (Museus et al., 2017). Positive
campus community relationships can enhance students’ sense of belonging (Johnson et al.,
2007). These positive relationships increase students’ sense of belonging and make them feel as
if they matter (Stebleton et al., 2014).
African American students at PWIs
Sense of belonging takes on a particular significance when considering African American
students at PWIs. Many PWIs have a history of exclusion as opposed to inclusion, which affects
how African American students feel on these campuses (Bourke, 2014; Offidani-Bertrand et al.,
2019). Chavous (2002) argued African American students experience difficulty with integration
at these campuses and are less likely to fit in and feel more alienated than their White peers.
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Many African American students at PWIs who transition from predominantly Black high
schools experience alienation, culture shock and straddling two worlds (Bennett et al., 2000).
They have these experiences because there is little connection to their own lived experience
(Jehangir, 2010). These experiences also contribute to feeling less socially connected on these
campuses; even further, their perceived lack of belonging at PWIs can have damaging
psychological and physiological effects (Smith et al., 2007). Hotchkins et al. (2021) reported
African American students experience PWIs as a place of alienation where they feel
marginalized and lonely. Many of these students come from families where there is little to no
history of higher education and as a result, they find academia “foreign” (Strayhorn, 2018).
Essentially, the combined feelings of isolation, alienation, and culture shock make them feel they
do not belong (Meeuwisse et al., 2010) on the campuses of PWIs due to their minority status, and
consequently, they perceive no sense of belonging.
African American students in general struggle with a sense of belonging, and extant
literature indicates African American students often feel isolated and marginalized at PWIs
(Bennett et al., 2000; Ostrove & Long, 2007; Winkle-Wagner, 2009). Rather than African
American students feeling accepted at PWIs, they often describe the campuses as unwelcoming
and hostile (Ancis et al., 2000) and feel they have different experiences from other racial groups
(Hunn, 2014; Jehangir, 2010).
What is known about African American students is that negative experiences such as
feelings of isolation at PWIs can leave them feeling discouraged and make them less likely to
complete their degrees (Shavers & Moore, 2019). Additionally, African American students at
PWIs describe their being first-generation students makes them feel unwelcome at PWIs
(Bennett et al., 2000; Winkle-Wagner, 2009). They describe feelings of not fitting in or feeling
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well-adjusted at PWIs (Chavous, 2002). Furthermore, the intersectionality of being African
American and a first-generation college student can lead to a feeling of “onlyness”, contributing
to a feeling of marginality (Winkle-Wagner, 2009). Harper et al. (2011) defined “onlyness” as
the “psychoemotional burden” of having to tactically engage in spaces occupied by others of a
different racial or ethnic group.
Students often arrive to new institutions curious to know if they matter (Schlossberg,
1989). Higher education institutions should bear the responsibility of ensuring students feel
important upon entering the new environment (Bennett et al., 2000; Ives & Castillo-Montoya,
2011; Jones, 2017). Schlossberg (1989) stated a welcoming campus community increases student
retention. Individuals feel they “fit” when they feel important and matter in their new
environment. If predominantly White IHEs want to increase diversity, it is important African
American students feel they matter on these campuses.
Research indicates that many African American students feel they do not fit on the
campuses of PWIs (Grier-Reed, 2010; Jehangir, 2010; Nora, 2004; Pratt et al., 2019; Shavers &
Moore, 2019; Strayhorn, 2008) and that they struggle between the pull of “two worlds,” the
academic world, and their home cultures (Adams & McBrayer, 2020; Bennett et al., 2000;
Gardner & Holley, 2011; Jehangir, 2010; Winkle-Wagner, 2009). Their feelings that they do not
quite “fit” results in a feeling of “otherness,” which is exacerbated by their underrepresented
status (Gardner, 2013; Winkle-Wagner, 2009), consequentially deepening their feeling of being
unwelcome. Chavous (2002) extended the concept of minority students negotiating “two worlds”
by offering the idea these students are navigating both their ethnicity and sense of self and the
challenges of attending a PWI. Given that African American students are underrepresented on
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the campuses of PWIs, this can create stress that negatively affects their performance and
persistence (Offidani-Bertrand et al., 2019).
Faculty Interaction with African American Students
African American students are unable to form strong bonds with White faculty because
they consider the faculty culturally insensitive and find them to be unrealistic role models
(Guiffrida, 2005). White faculty also can be culturally insensitive (Guiffrida, 2005; Guiffrida &
Douthit, 2010), which are extensions of the microaggressions African American students
experience at PWIs. Guiffrida and Douthit (2010) cited two instances of cultural insensitivity.
The first instance is the assumption that the voice of one African American student represents the
voice of all African American students. This is called spokesperson pressure (Bennett et al.,
2000; Feagin, 1992; Harper et al., 2011; Harwood et al., 2012; Solórzano et al., 2000). This
assumption generalizes one student’s opinion to represent that of all African Americans. The
second instance is failure to include culturally relevant pedagogy in the course curriculum.
African American students’ interaction with White faculty can help improve their sense
of belonging. Research reveals, however, that African American students who attend PWIs have
decreased interaction with White faculty. Lack of faculty interaction leads to a diminished sense
of belonging and students not experiencing the benefits associated with student-faculty
interaction (Adams & McBrayer, 2020; Guiffrida, 2005; Shavers & Moore, 2019). Research
(Johnson et al., 2007) states positive student-faculty relationships can influence students’ sense
of belonging, but decreased interaction with faculty can lead to students’ lack of satisfaction with
faculty and the institution (Guiffrida, 2005; Plank & Jordan, 2001). African American students at
PWIs tend to have less communication with faculty outside of the classroom than their White
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counterparts (Meeuwisse, 2010). When these students feel a greater sense of belonging, the more
likely they are to persist (Jehangir, 2010).
In efforts to increase sense of belonging, it is important White faculty take into
consideration the cultural and racial makeup of their classrooms to make the curriculum more
effective. Strategies to foster more inclusive classrooms in higher education include being
intentional with course planning and incorporating new knowledge in the classroom. Course
planning includes creation of an innovative and contemporary syllabus by making connections
between students’ knowledge and experiences with course material (Guiffrida & Douthit, 2010).
Professors appreciating what African American students bring to the classroom can help enhance
academic progress. Courses should not use only Western, White males as benchmarks for
success, which exclude cultural differences, but also include individuals from various racial and
ethnic groups and nonwestern cultures as references for excellence. Incorporating new
knowledge includes integrating unfamiliar lessons of individuals from various racial groups into
the course curriculum. In essence, instructors should also aim to teach courses from the
perspective of individuals from underrepresented groups (Collett & Serrano, 1992).
Institutional Responsibility
Researchers (Johnson et al., 2007; Museus et al., 2017) have asserted that Tinto’s theory
of integration places much of the onus on students to integrate into institutions, rather than on
institutions helping students integrate (Guiffrida, 2005), making students responsible for their
own success. Johnson et al. (2007) asserted the success should be the responsibility of both the
student and the institution because integration and a sense of belonging are not the same for
students of all backgrounds. In part, it is the responsibility of the university to respond to the
needs of the minority students rather than have these students conform to or assimilate to the
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dominant culture (Bennett et al., 2000; Museus et al., 2017). Addressing concerns for all
students, but particularly for students of color at PWIs, is important for equity and for sense of
belonging at PWIs.
Research indicates that first-generation African-American college students tend to
successfully transition when they interact with peers in racially homogeneous groups (French et
al., 2006). In contrast, Johnson et al. (2007) and Milem et al. (2005) proposed that participating
in diverse peer groups and having experiences with diversity can lead to opportunities to forge
positive relationships and learn about other cultures which can increase sense of belonging on the
campuses of PWIs. Milem et al. (2005) argued that if IHEs increase the number of students from
diverse backgrounds, the possibility for cross-racial relationships increases. If PWIs increase the
number of students from diverse backgrounds, this will increase the opportunity to expand
learning among all students. When students are introduced to other students from different or
diverse racial backgrounds, they are compelled to think outside of what is usual for them. This is
called discontinuity (Milem et al., 2005). Students within homogeneous student populations are
more apt to rely on experiences and knowledge from their home environments, which can hinder
their academic development because they have not been challenged to think of different social
situations (Byrd, et al., 2014; Eimers & Pike, 1997; Watt, 2007).
African American students on PWI campuses feel hypervisible because of their race
(Chavous, 2002; Shavers & Moore, 2019) and because they are underrepresented on these
campuses. This underrepresentation can also lead to being viewed as tokens on campus. Milem
et al. (2005) stated “tokenism contributes to the enhanced visibility of underrepresented groups
and exaggeration of group differences” (p. 6).
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The mission of an institution plays a role in how much African American students feel
they belong on PWI campuses. If an institution has implemented a mission statement dedicated
to increased diversity, this gives the perception it intends to promote race relationships and
decrease feeling of nonacceptance for minority students (Milem et al., 2005). Although many
IHEs have mission statements that advocate diversity and inclusion (Morphew & Hartley, 2006),
African American students still feel excluded and invisible at PWIs (Solorzano et al., 2000;
Shavers & Moore, 2019) and the racial climate remains unchanged for some of these students
(Ostrove & Long, 2007).
Microaggressions
Microaggressions are relational to marginality via the history of segregated schools in
America. School segregation that occurred during the era of Jim Crow continues to normalize
racial microaggressions at PWIs. First-generation African American students feel invisible, have
no social connections with White students and faculty at PWIs, and their experiences of racial
microaggressions can lead to instances of feeling marginal.
Microaggressions are subtle insults directed towards people of color and also are
recurring forms of daily racism and experiences of another person’s stereotypes (Swim et al.,
2003). On the surface, microaggressions may seem innocuous, but their cumulative effect over
time can lead to “diminished mortality, augmented morbidity, and flattened confidence” (Pierce,
1995, as cited in Solórzano et al., 2000, p. 60).
Racism is “the belief in the inherent superiority of one race over all others and thereby
right to dominance” (Rivkin & Ryan, 2004, p. 855). It is also a phenomenon that African
Americans experience daily in both intentional and unintentional ways (Feagin & Sikes, 1995)
and is commonly experienced through racial microaggressions (Sue et al., 2007). Racism and
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microaggressions can adversely affect African-American students at PWIs, and negatively
impact their academic performance (Shavers & Moore, 2019; Solórzano, et al., 2001).
Racism remains prevalent in the United States, and although PWIs have attempted to
diversify their campuses, discriminatory acts continue to occur. Racialized experiences are
common for African American students at PWIs (Ancis et al., 1999; Billingsley & Hurd, 2019).
Research indicates that African American students at PWIs experience both overt racism and its
more subtle forms, microaggressions (Dovidio et al., 2001; Solórzano et al., 2000; Sue et al.,
2007).
Many PWIs take pride in diversity at their institutions and although many are
superficially diverse, many African American students on these campuses continue to experience
microaggressions, which some African-Americans may not have previously experienced in an
academic setting because they come from predominantly Black secondary schools (Shavers &
Moore, 2019). Microaggressions can make African American students at PWIs feel unwelcome
(Ancis, et al., 2000; Shavers & Moore, 2019). Although African American students have made
moderate progress in college access and degree attainment, they continue to experience racial
microaggressions and hostile campus environments comparable to experiences from the civil
rights era, leading to adverse academic outcomes (Harper, 2013).
As a result of Black students’ previously experiencing exclusion at PWIs, these
institutions have made efforts to be more diverse and have increased the number of minority
students on campus. However, African American students at PWIs still often experience racial
microaggressions (Harper & Hurtado, 2007), which are “brief and commonplace daily verbal,
behavioral, or environmental indignities, whether intentional or unintentional, that communicate
hostile, derogatory, or negative racial slights and insults toward people of color” (Sue et al.,
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2007, p. 271). A recent, public example of a racial microaggression involves Lolade Siyonbola.
In year 2018, she was a student at Yale University who fell asleep in a common area of her dorm
while writing a paper. A White student approached Ms. Siyonbola, told her she was “not
supposed to be here” and called campus police on the Black student. Campus police approached
Ms. Siyonbola and related they received a call that someone was someplace they were not
supposed to be. Campus police continued to interview Ms. Siyonbola even after seeing her
identification and observing her unlock her dorm room with a key. This is an example of racial
profiling that occurs often at PWIs. High-profile incidents like this continue to highlight
historical inequities and divisions for African Americans and additionally, can have “farreaching effect on its targets” (Smith et al., 2016, p. 4). Furthermore, increased media focus on
issues like this highlights privileges regarding race and class; however, such incidents also
provide opportunities for difficult but crucial dialogues about social justice issues (Keels, 2019;
Watt, 2007).
Consequences of Microaggressions
Ancis, Sedlacek, and Mohr (2000) reported that more than five hundred undergraduate
minority students experienced campus life differently from White students at PWIs because of
microaggressions; microaggressions continue to represent inequalities in higher education for
students of color, who experience campus diversity differently from their White counterparts
(Harwood et al., 2012).
African American students at PWIs experience racial microaggressions and blatant
racism with community and White faculty (Lee, 2018). Chavous (2002) and Rivard (2014)
agreed African American students at PWIs describe experiencing daily microaggressions and
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unsatisfactory relationships with White faculty. Ancis et al., (2000) observed that much of the
current research on campus climate focuses on White students.
Although PWIs have become increasingly diversified, African American students on
these campuses experience microaggressions, which result in feelings of alienation (Harper &
Hurtado, 2007; Solórzano et al., 2000). Consequently, the students experience stress and suffer
academically. The stress from these experiences is known as “racial battle fatigue”. Symptoms of
racial battle fatigue are manifested through feelings of disappointment, defeat, worry, and dread
(Harper, et al., 2011; Harper, 2013; Lee, 2018; Smith, et al., 2016), although for some students of
color at PWIs, experiencing microaggressions can lead to enhanced resiliency (Sue et al., 2007).
Microaggressions tend to be disguised in interracial encounters and usually elicit
emotional responses from people of color (Utsey et al., 2005). White individuals are not always
encouraged to discuss race and race relations, and consequently, this dissuasion makes people of
color feel dismissed, and are often accused of being “oversensitive” (Sue & Constantine, 2007;
Watt, 2007). Perpetrators often say they have good intentions but are unaware of the detrimental
effects of encouraging people of color to “let it go” (Sue et al., 2008). Many PWIs,
unfortunately, put the responsibility of these crucial conversations on the students and not on
student affairs staff. To facilitate necessary dialogue, it is important to train staff in identifying
racial microaggressions, understanding how they impact students of color, and in aiding in
corrective measures (Bryan et al., 2017; Plank & Jordan, 2001; Sue et al., 2007; Sue &
Constantine, 2007).
To understand why microaggressions can make African American students at PWIs feel
uncomfortable, it is important to remember microaggressions often stem from racism, which is
embedded in society and has transitioned from the “old-fashioned” overt forms to more subtle
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forms (Sue & Constantine, 2007). Additionally, microaggressions like “old-fashioned” racism
can contribute to depression in people of color (Sue et al., 2007). Further, because racism has
been socially embedded for so long, many White individuals are unaware of how they benefit
from racism (Bourke, 2016; Solórzano et al., 2000). White individuals are often uncomfortable
discussing race, which can discourage meaningful racial discourse (Utsey et al., 2005).
White Privilege
Privileges that Whites benefit from, but minorities may not experience has been coined
“white privilege”, which can be thought of as a set of unearned assets, “an invisible weightless
knapsack of special provisions, maps, passports, codebooks, visas, clothes, tools and blank
checks”, (McIntosh, 1989, p. 30). Sue and Constantine (2007) extended this concept by asking
when Whites at PWIs have become aware of their privilege, what do they do to lessen or
eliminate it? Staff at PWIs should call for a course of action to decrease the rights White
individuals benefit from which students of color do not. PWIs should advocate for culturally
relevant curricula and material that cater to all students and not just White students (Ratts &
Greenleaf, 2017). Failure to recognize the benefit of White privilege and advocate for equality
perpetuates racism (Sue & Constantine, 2007; Watt, 2007). Dovidio and Gaertner (2004)
suggested this aversive racism perpetuates “white privilege” and as a result staff at PWIs should
be culturally competent educators to increase the likelihood of race dialogue among racial and
ethnic groups (Bryan et al., 2011; Freeman, 1999; Houshmand et al., 2019; Kolluri et al., 2020;
Museus et al., 2017; Sue & Constantine, 2007).
Many students of color report feeling invisible and marginal at PWIs (Franklin, 1999;
Sue et al., 2008). However, when honest conversations can be had about race in America, and
more specifically at PWIs, these conversations make the “invisible visible” (Sue et al., 2007, p.
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281). To reverse these feelings of invisibility and marginality of African American students at
PWIs, continued research is needed to eliminate blatant racism and microaggressions at PWIs.
The omission of microaggression from research renders the belief that because they are subtle,
they are not as psychologically damaging, but to continue to disregard microaggressions and
their disparaging effects is a perilous oversight (Sue et al., 2007; Shavers & Moore, 2019). The
effects of racial microaggressions can be devastating and can result in African American student
self-doubt as well as isolation on these campuses.
Confronting Microaggressions
One way to address microaggressions is to challenge the aggressors. Houshmand et al.,
(2019) stated that calling out perpetrators is a way to openly challenge racial microaggressions.
Smith et al., (2016) labeled this strategy as “confrontation”- addressing the severity of the
microaggression and its offensiveness with the perpetrator. Houshmand et al., (2019) suggested
that victims of microaggressions who are seeking support turn to others for resources, emotional
support, and sometimes, legal advocacy. Empowering oneself and others is another way to cope
with or respond to racial microaggressions. Also, discussing experiences with microaggressions
with friends and family is another way to cope with microaggressions (Houshmand et al., 2019).
Sue et al. (2008) labeled this self-empowerment “sanity checks” (p. 335). Counterspaces are
conducive for these “sanity checks”, and are places where people of a common social group
frequent to validate and affirm their experiences of racism (Keels, 2019; Smith et al., 2016;
Solórzano et al., 2000). Keels (2019) added that members of more advantaged groups are
welcome to the counterspaces, provided their goal is to offer or seek corrective measures and to
provide support. Furthermore, these counterspaces are important for the academic success of
students experiencing microaggressions.
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It is important to understand microaggressions, and without further research,
microaggressions may continue (Solorzano et al., 2000). Labeling the response to these slights as
“oversensitive” can have a negative psychological effect on people of color (Sue et al., 2008).
African American students encounter microaggressions daily at PWIs (Smith et al., 2007).
Microaggressions can make these students feel unwanted on and off campus (Smith et al., 2016),
and further can inflict psychological suffering and lead to poor academic outcomes in Black
students at PWIs in higher education.
Coping strategies similar to the ones previously mentioned should not be methods used to
simply endure through campus and residence life because they are not concrete solutions
(Shavers & Moore, 2019). African American students should never just learn to cope with racial
microaggressions at PWIs (Smith et al., 2016); however, many of these students simply “endure”
negative experiences on these campuses (Shavers & Moore, 2019). For African American
students to effectively navigate PWIs, it is the responsibility of the institution to address the
systemic issues these students experience on campus and to resolve them (Harper, 2013; Smith et
al., 2016).
Types of Microaggressions
In their study of microaggressions, Sue et al. (2007) identified three classifications of
microaggressions: microassaults, microinsults, and microinvalidations.
Microassaults
Microassaults commonly appear as “old-fashioned” racism, which includes more overt
and blatant forms of racism (Sue et al., 2007). Microassaults include explicit and purposeful
behaviors such as calling someone a “nigger” or White students refusing to work with African
American students. For example, many African American students discuss how they are often
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excluded from group projects (Davis et al., 2004; Grier-Reed, 2010; Harper, 2013; Solórzano et
al., 2000). It is the intent of the perpetrators of microassaults to make people of color feel
inferior (Solorzano et al., 2000; Sue & Constantine, 2007). African American students often
experience discrimination as microassaults at PWIs (Solorzano et al., 2000).
Microinsults
Microinsults are described as rude and insensitive words and behaviors designed to
debase the racial identity of people of color (Sue et al., 2007; Sue & Constantine, 2007). An
example of a microinsult is when a White person asks a student of color “How did you get
accepted into this school?” The presumption is that people of color are not qualified or were
accepted through affirmative action (Sue et al., 2007; Sue & Constantine, 2007).
Racism that is considered covert and includes incidents such as harassment and
interrogations by campus police, are predicated on misconceptions that African American
students pose a threat on the campuses of PWIs (Smith et al., 2007; Solórzano, et al., 2000).
Covert racism, however, can also have a negative effect on African American students’ sense of
belonging at PWIs (Strayhorn, 2008).
Microinvalidations
Microinvalidations are the negation of the racialized experiences of people of color (Sue
et al., 2007). Suggesting that people of color not be so sensitive to slavery or differential
treatment in the classroom are examples of microinvalidations because they nullify their
racialized experiences (Sue et al., 2007; Sue & Constantine, 2007). Another example of
microinvalidations includes the inability to emphasize it cannot be recognized all lives matter
until it is realized that Black lives matter. Both latter forms of microaggressions can be
perpetrated unknowingly (Sue et al., 2008).
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Social Capital
Social capital is relational to mattering via the resources that are required for upward
mobility. First-generation African American college students’ access to social capital is
dissimilar from their continuing-generation and some White peers. Lack of social capital reveals
little to no supportive relationships from people and networks who can provide social
advancement, which essentially is a reflection of others not being interested. Institutional agents
who fail to assist with information and networks fail to build social capital and thus exacerbate
feelings that first-generation African American students do not matter.
Popularized by sociologist Pierre Bordieu (1986), social capital involves networks and
relationships of people and resources that help individuals succeed. These networks and
relationships help in accessing resources and information to help with social advancement
(Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006; Lin, 1999). Other researchers (Bryan, 2017; Farmer-Hinton &
Adams, 2006; Noguera, 2001) agree that social capital is a crucial avenue to resources needed
for success and social advancement.
The dissemination of information is an essential component of social capital and without
it students cannot properly navigate the college selection and application process (Belasco,
2013). Stanton-Salazar (1997) stated the immediate family bears initial responsibility for access
to social capital. Students’ parents can be an important part of students’ social capital by
knowing what to ask and whom to ask about transitioning to college and sharing that information
(Mickelson, 2003). However, the parents of first-generation college students do not have college
experience to help provide information to their children regarding access to postsecondary
education. Furthermore, Belasco (2013) and Farmer-Hinton & Adams (2006) observed that
although high SES students can look to their immediate family for assistance and information,
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low SES students do not benefit from their parents’ college-going experience nor institutional
agents (teachers, school counselors) who have the power to introduce disadvantaged students to
access to social capital. First-generation African American college students are more likely than
White students to come from homes with low SES and neighborhoods where no one can
disseminate information regarding college enrollment (Belasco, 2013).
In this regard, the disparities between African American students and their White
counterparts are striking, in part, because African American students often lack social capital
(Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006). Farmer-Hinton and Adams (2006) suggested that historical
events likely led to disparities for African Americans, which consequently contribute to lack of
knowledge to access information, resources, and connections. Consequently, neither African
American students nor their parents are aware from whom or where to seek educational
resources as they make their transition to college (Farmer-Hinton, 2008; Harper, 2008; Jehangir,
2010; Yosso, 2005). Farmer-Hinton (2008) agreed that parental involvement among African
American parents is limited because parents with no college experience are at a disadvantage
advising students with college guidance; however, parental support should be the primary source
of guidance. Noguera (2001) also indicated lack of parental involvement is a lack of social
capital, suggesting the empowerment of parents in their roles as decision makers and advocates
would improve educational opportunities and social advancement for their children (FarmerHinton & Adams, 2006; Lin 1997). Yet, without experience in college education, the parents of
first-generation African American students often cannot properly advise students on college
entrance and transition information (Corwin et al., 2004). Additionally, institutions can serve as
the nexus that provides these students with the resources necessary to navigate the educational
system and move toward upward mobility (Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006; Harper, 2008;
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Winkle-Wagner, 2009; Stanton-Salazar, 1997). Farmer-Hinton and Adams (2006) pointed to
institutional agents as key to accessing social capital. Other scholars (Arriaza, 2003; Noguera,
2001) further contended that through relationships with institutional agents, students can build
social capital and mobility. However, a hindrance to social capital for African American students
is that schools serving these communities often do not possess the organizational structure
required to support these students (Arriazza, 2003; Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006; Noguera,
2001; Stanton-Salazar, 1997). This hindrance is effected by multiple insufficiencies. First,
insufficient staffing does not provide teachers and counselors reasonable time to advise students.
Second, counselors and teachers must serve all grade levels, which leaves them with less time to
focus on juniors and seniors. Third, in addition to academic needs, these teachers and counselors
must also prioritize social needs. Interestingly, however, Harper (2008) found that African
American undergraduate students at PWIs obtained social capital through membership in various
student organizations and not through institutional agents as suggested by other researchers.
Stanton-Salazar (1997) and Harper (2008) also noted that administrators act as
gatekeepers and peers play an important role in accessing information networks. African
American students need to be made aware, through peers and institutional agents, formally and
informally, that college is a viable option for them (Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006; Harper,
2008; Harper, 2009; Stanton-Salazar, 1997).
Students’ social capital can involve school counselors. Farmer-Hinton and Adams (2006)
conducted a study and identified avenues to social capital by exploring the roles and
responsibilities of counselors who prepare first-generation African American students for college
(Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006). They identified participants of their study as five college
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counselors from various backgrounds at a predominantly Black high school, who sought to make
the transition to college easier for this group of students.
Farmer-Hinton and Adams (2006) found that awareness of college access, social support,
and resources were ways to support first-generation African American college students of low
SES in their transition to college. The setting for Farmer-Hinton and Adams’ (2006) study was
not a typical high school, and the counselors provided guidance for students who contended with
homelessness, community violence, and parental incarceration. Counselors also took students on
trips to Ivy League institutions, placed them on timelines for college graduation, and enrolled
them in summer enrichment programs (Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006).
Organizational structures (Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006; Noguera; 2001; Arriaza,
2003) are also of importance within educational spaces but do not typically occur in urban areas,
which contributes to the disadvantages of these students. Students who attend “resource-weak”
schools are not engaged in the organizational structures conducive to postsecondary education
(Bryan et al., 2017). These “resource-weak” schools contribute to “counterfeit social capital”
(Ream, 2003) or “negative” social capital (Noguera, 2001), where institutional agents do not
transmit information to the students and their parents. Alternatively, students can consult with
“weak ties”, who are
“mere acquaintances, yet serve as a bridge to other social networks normally beyond the
reach of an individual- providing access to information and resources different from that
provided by one’s own network, and which make possible certain activities that were
previously unimagined or considered improbable” (Belasco, 2014, p. 784).
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Essentially, counselors can fill the “weak tie” role by providing low advantaged students with the
social capital they need to transition to higher education, which they would not ordinarily have
access to (Belasco, 2013; Plank & Jordan, 2001).
Chapter Summary
The literature reveals challenges for African American college students, including
feelings of not belonging and negative racial campus climates, which can make first-generation
African American students at PWIs feel they do not matter and ultimately affect their academic
success at PWIs. Research shows African American students at PWIs need to feel a connection
at these institutions to feel they matter in these environments. By addressing barriers related to
feelings of not belonging and not connecting, PWIs can create more inclusive campus
environments that support African American students and improve their experiences at PWIs
(Hunn, 2014), potentially leading to enhanced academic performance. Additionally, as Guiffrida
and Douthit (2010) explained, lack of a sense of belonging and lack of connection between
faculty and students can be exacerbated by a lack of African American faculty at PWIs. Many
first-generation African American college students arrive at PWIs from predominantly Black
high schools, and as such, the transition to PWIs can create “belonging uncertainty” (OffidaniBertrand et al., 2019, p. 2) which contributes to feelings of marginality.
Microaggressions toward African American students at PWIs also can have lasting
effects on students and their perceptions of how they are regarded on these campuses (Harwood
et al., 2012). In efforts to address these issues, institutional leaders need to understand that the
experiences of these students are multidimensional (Harper, 2013).
First-generation African American college students tend to transition to IHEs unaware of
challenges associated with their first-generation status. It is essential that professionals at PWIs
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familiarize students and themselves with the idea that being African American and firstgeneration matters. Not enough attention has been given to the African American student
experience at PWIs (Guiffrida & Douthit, 2010). Knowledge and familiarization of the
experiences of first-generation African American college students at PWIs are needed to better
understand the challenges associated with these intersecting identities (Wiggins, 2011).
Establishing new methods and procedures for making first-generation African American college
students feel welcome and like they matter can lead to improved academic outcomes for firstgeneration African American college students at PWIs (Guiffrida & Douthit, 2010).
African American students also report experiencing racial battle fatigue at PWIs (Smith
et al., 2016). Additionally, there are low expectations of African American students (Choy,
2001); they are less academically prepared (Keels, 2013); lack social capital (Farmer-Hinton &
Adams, 2006); and lack a sense of belonging (Nora, 2004). African American students also
report feeling invisible (Harper, 2013; Shavers & Moore, 2019) or experiencing
microaggressions at PWIs (Harper et al., 2011), which often results in feelings of racial battle
fatigue (Smith et al., 2016). These collective challenges contribute to increased marginality and
decreased feelings of mattering.
Racial and campus climate and lack of diversity among faculty are challenges PWIs face
in retaining African American students. Research shows that nationwide, forty-two percent of
African American college students who begin college obtain their degree, compared to sixty-two
percent of White students (JBHE, 2006). There has been little research on first-generation
African American college students at PWIs and the challenges that contribute to this disparity.
There are studies on African American students in higher education and studies conducted on
first-generation college students; however, there is a dearth of information on students with these
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intersecting identities. This study is designed to explore the experiences of first-generation
African American college students at PWIs and how PWI contexts affect their experiences. The
findings of this study may add to the literature by highlighting the unique experiences of firstgeneration African American college students at PWIs that is currently unavailable.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand how first-generation African
American college students feel they matter at a PWI. It was important to understand the lived
experiences of this group of students and what support and experiences helped them transition to
and navigate through college. More specifically, this study focused on four questions:
(1) What experiences do first-generation African American college students identify as
making them feel like they matter in their educational experience at a predominantly
White institution?
(2) What do first-generation African American college students perceive as
marginalizing in their experiences at PWIs?
(3) How does racism experienced by first-generation African American students at PWIs
affect their sense of marginality and mattering?
(4) How do microaggressions experienced by first-generation African American students
at PWIs contribute to their sense of mattering?
In this chapter, I discuss qualitative methods, the phenomenological approach and explain
why these are best suited for this study. Second, I describe the research population. Third, I
review the data collection methods as well as the sampling technique that was utilized. Next, I
describe how data will be stored and the procedures used to analyze the data. Then, I address
trustworthiness of data in the study. Last, the limitations and delimitations of the study are
discussed.
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Qualitative Research
Qualitative researchers use theories and frameworks to guide a study and determine why
individuals attribute certain meanings to a phenomenon (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019). To do this,
they collect data through listening to participant voices and use those data to determine themes.
According to Creswell & Poth (2018),
“…qualitative research consists of practices that make the world visible. They turn the
world into a series of representations, including field notes, interviews, conversations,
photographs, recordings, and memos to the self. This means that qualitative researchers
study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret,
phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them” (p. 7).
Considering qualitative research is used to describe and understand lived experiences, I used a
qualitative method to seek to understand the experiences of first-generation African American
college students at PWIs. Research for this study was exploratory and conducted using a
qualitative collection method.
Creswell and Poth (2018) stressed the importance of considering four philosophical
assumptions made by researchers when they undertake a qualitative study: ontological,
epistemological, axiological and methodological. Each assumption asks a question about
research. Ontology asks, “What is the nature of reality?” Epistemology asks, “How do
researchers know what they know?” Axiology asks, “What is the role of values in research?” and
methodology asks, “What are the methods or procedures used in the process?” (p. 21).
While all of the assumptions by Creswell & Poth (2018) were considered, the two that
required emphasis for purposes of this study were ontology and methodology. The ontological
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assumption postulates that “different researchers embrace different realities, as do the individual
being studied and the readers of a qualitative study” (p. 20). In the present study this was
important, as I sought to understand how first-generation African American college students
matter and the ways in which they described their experience of this phenomenon.
In reporting multiple realities, Creswell & Poth (2018) talk about the importance of the
methodology of writing “thickly”. Thick description is a term coined by ethnographer and
anthropologist Clifford Geertz and operationalized by researchers through writing in such a way
to thoroughly describe all context of the research, including the setting of the study and the
research participants (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019). Using a “thick description” in writing
qualitative research means providing detail, context and emotion and the voices, feelings, actions
and meanings of individuals are heard. For this research study, a methodology with a thick
description was employed. This can include a detailed description of people and can include
quotations.
Phenomenology
Phenomenology is one of many approaches to qualitative study. Phenomenologists
assume that there is some commonality in human experience and seek to understand this
commonality, or essence. This essence is considered to be universal and is present in particular
instances of a phenomenon. Phenomenology does not attempt to develop a theory to explain the
world; rather the goal is to “explicate the phenomenon” (Moustakas, 1994, p. 49) and make
meaning of our experiences in the world (van Manen, 1997). Moustakas (1994) described the
origins of the term phenomenon, suggesting the meaning as “to bring to light” (p. 26). In the
context of qualitative research, then, phenomenological studies bring something to light.
Phenomenological researchers bring to light the lived experiences of participants by collecting
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data and gaining a deep understanding of the essence of a phenomenon (Bloomberg & Volpe,
2019; Creswell & Poth, 2018).
For this study, I aimed to use a phenomenological approach because it allowed me to
illuminate descriptions and personal meanings of lived experiences related to first-generation
African American college students at PWIs. Moustakas (1994) suggested that phenomenological
researchers often develop research questions based on a specific interest in a topic, which is true
for the proposed study given my interest in how first-generation African American college
students experience PWIs. Additionally, van Manen (1997) stated, “to do phenomenological
research is to question something phenomenologically and, also, to be addressed by the question
of what something is “really” like” (p. 42). For this study, I sought an explanation of what firstgeneration African American students experienced at PWIs, how they actually experienced it,
and what the participants had in common. Further I sought to understand what it is like to be a
part of a small population of students in a majority White institution, to be the only person of
color in some classes, to be on campus an entire day and not see another person of color, and the
inward or outward response when there is a rare sighting of another Black student on campus. In
other words, I sought to understand what it was like to be inside the skin of the research
participant. While the method of ethnography is used to identify shared patterns of a cultural
group, it was not appropriate for my study since culture was not the focus of this research. A case
study approach, which allows the development of detailed portrayal and case analysis of a single
case or numerous cases was considered but did not fully meet the requirements of focusing only
on experiences as lived.
When “data collecting” the lived experiences of others, one’s mind is to assume that
“data” come in the form of numbers or statistical information, but to learn about the lived
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experience, researchers must collect textual data from participants. According to van Manen
(1997) when a participant describes an experience to a phenomenological researcher, that
researcher has gained something relevant and valuable related to the experience. The goal of this
study was to learn more about the lived experiences of first-generation African American college
students at PWIs. Though a quantitative study could provide quantifiable information about
experiences of first-generation African American college students at PWIs, the way to
understand the essence or lived experience of participants was through a qualitative
phenomenological study.
Embedded within phenomenological research are two concepts: noema and noesis. These
concepts make the distinction between “what” an individual experiences and “the way in which”
it is experienced (Moustakas, 1994) and will be collected from significant statements the
participant makes. The researcher “collects data from persons who have experienced the
phenomenon and develops a composite description of the essence of the experience for all of the
individuals” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 75).
There are two kinds of phenomenological studies, transcendental, which follows the work
of Husserl, and hermeneutic, which follows the work of Heidegger (Moustakas, 1994).
Transcendental phenomenology, in the vein of Husserl, is more concerned with description, and
transcendental phenomenologists focus on a phenomenon with no preconceived ideas of their
own, or what Moustakas (1994) called “freshly and naively as if for the first time” (p. 47),
meaning the researcher suspends all knowledge and bias and approaches understanding the
phenomenon as a blank slate. To accomplish this, phenomenologists engage in epoche (see
Appendix B), a practice to help them bracket their experiences and biases and approach the study
without judgment (Creswell & Poth, 2018). To contrast, hermeneutic phenomenology, following
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Heidegger’s work, the phenomenologist seeks understanding of the phenomenon but does so in a
way that incorporates how people make sense of and attach meaning to their lived experiences
(Moustakas, 1994). A transcendental phenomenological design allowed me to understand how
participants interpret their lived experiences and also acknowledge my intersectionality as a firstgeneration African American student. The process of bracketing, or epoche, allowed me to
acknowledge the importance of listening to participants while continuously filtering through
personal experiences. Creswell and Poth (2018) have suggested this process is a strength of
qualitative research.
The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand how first-generation African
American college students feel they matter at a PWI. In seeking to learn more about these
students, a phenomenological study to learn about the lived experiences of being first-generation
and African American at a PWI was helpful because the interview process, characteristic of
phenomenological data collection, yields firsthand accounts of participants in their own words.
To collect data for phenomenological studies, researchers interview individuals who have
experienced the phenomenon (Creswell & Poth, 2018). In transcendental, or descriptive,
phenomenological studies, researchers use textural and structural descriptions—respectively,
what participants experience and how they experience it—gleaned from significant statements
participants make in their interviews (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Because of its descriptive orientation, a phenomenological approach was best suited for
this study considering it allowed the researcher to get direct participant narrative and
descriptions. I examined the lived experiences of the participants in order to understand the
essence of their experiences as it related to the phenomenon in question. Phenomenological
researchers are concerned with experiences and how people make meaning of experiences
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(Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019). According to Seidman (2019), through the interview process
researchers request that participants reconstruct every aspect of their experience of a
phenomenon from beginning to end, while reflecting on each aspect of the experience. Doing so,
Seidman (2019) suggested, “makes telling stories a meaning making experience” (p. 7).
Intrigued by understanding the lived experiences of these students and how they make meaning
of the experiences was the key reason to conducting this study utilizing a qualitative,
phenomenological approach.
Research Participants
For this study, the eleven participants selected for this study were college graduates who
attended a PWI for an undergraduate degree, identify as African American, matriculated to
college immediately after high school, and were able to reflect on their experiences at a PWI. For
purposes of this study, first-generation college students are defined as the first in their family to
attend college (Choy, 2001; Ives & Castillo-Montoya, 2020; Jehangir, 2010; Stebleton et al.,
2014).
Site Access
Seidman (2019) wrote that researchers should make contact with potential participants
prior to their interviews. Often, researchers use a gatekeeper, or person who provides “an initial
point for accessing potential participants” (Creswell & Poth, 2018). I intentionally selected and
collected data from subjects who have experienced the phenomenon in question by sending a
recruitment email to the personal email address of participants. It was necessary participants
identify as African American and their participation in the study was voluntary. The participants
were purposefully selected because of their experience of being African American and the first in
their family to attend an IHE, specifically a PWI.
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Data Collection
Interviews
The qualitative researcher is the primary instrument for data collection and analysis
(Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019; Creswell & Poth, 2018; Merriam & Grenier, 2019; Seidman, 2019).
Qualitative researchers also make use of multiple data collection methods such as interviews,
focus groups, observations, and documents. In phenomenological studies, the most common data
collection technique is the in-depth interview, according to Bloomberg & Volpe (2019) and
consistent with Creswell and Poth’s (2018) recommendation to interview participants who have
experience with the phenomenon.
For this study, I collected data through in-depth, semi-structured interviews (see
Appendix E). Though qualitative researchers often develop the interview instrument, or protocol,
which means that the instrument is impacted to some degree by the researcher, Seidman (2019)
stated that “the human interviewer can be a marvelously smart, adaptable, flexible instrument
who can respond to situations with skill, tact and understanding” (p. 28), which may
counterbalance the impact the researcher has on the instrument itself. The benefit of an interview
is it allows researchers to capture participants’ perspectives and experiences. In interviews,
researchers should focus on how participants make meaning of a phenomenon instead of the
meaning they bring to the phenomenon (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Interviews can be unstructured, semi structured, and structured (Seidman, 2019) and it is
the responsibility of the researcher to determine the most appropriate form of data collection for
a study. Unstructured interviews are similar to conversations and allow for deviation from
selected interview questions. This type of interview runs the risk of researchers failing to address
experiences related to a research topic if participants deviate to other subjects. Structured
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interviews allow the researcher to choose, in order, specific questions targeted to the research
questions. The drawback of structured interviews is they may prevent participants from sharing
unanticipated information related to the research topic. Semi-structured interviews, which are
more common form, allow for flexibility because researchers construct interview questions
relevant to the research questions so that key issues of the study are discussed, but also allow
participants to elaborate on key points they deem relevant (Seidman, 2019). For this study, I
collected data through semi-structured interviews, which allowed myself and participants to
engage in a conversation in the manner a normal conversation would, while also addressing the
concerns of the research study. I created a semi-structured interview protocol based on a protocol
I developed for a previous pilot study, which Creswell and Poth (2018) recommended
researchers do.
Prior to collecting any data, I sought institutional review board (IRB) approval to
conduct this study. The purpose of seeking permission from IRB was to ensure the study and
study design follow ethical guidelines (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The form submitted to IRB
detailed all procedures and plans related to the data collection, analysis, and dissemination of
results of the study. The target population was first-generation African American students who
attended a PWI.
Before interviews took place, I read to participants the interview protocol (see Appendix
D) where participants were advised that participation in this study was voluntary and participants
could withdraw at any time. Taking into consideration the current global pandemic (COVID-19),
I implemented best practices and in place of in-person interviews, I conducted virtual interviews
via Zoom software which is a software platform used for teleconferencing. This software
platform includes features that offer the recording of videos and transcripts that can be generated
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automatically. Online methods of data collection are commonly used when working with hardto-reach groups or hidden populations (Creswell & Poth, 2018), so there was a precedent for this
data collection strategy in place for qualitative research prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. If a
participant did not have access to virtual technology, an alternate mode of communication
convenient for the participant was offered, such as a telephone interview. I also conducted
follow-up interviews with participants. All interviews, with participant permission, were audio
recorded. Those audio recordings were used for transcription of data into Word documents,
which is part of the analytic process whereby researchers begin making what Bloomberg and
Volpe (2019) called, “analytic judgments” (p. 194) about what to present. After data was
collected and transcribed, I analyzed those data, as van Manen (1997) described is typical of the
data analysis process.
Follow-Up Interviews
Follow-up individual interviews allowed me to clarify the preliminary information
gathered and gather additional data that may not have been expressed in any initial interviews.
After reflecting on the data, something more relevant could possibly be discovered and further
clarification needed. If researchers or participants left the initial interview with any confusion or
concerns, the follow-up provided an opportunity to clarify anything left unclear or unspoken
(Seidman, 2019). Additionally, Seidman (2019) recommended spacing interviews 3-7 days apart.
The benefit of the passage of time allows participants to reflect on the initial interview but allows
enough time to maintain a connection.
Audio Recordings
I took minimal written notes during interviews, and relied on Zoom software to capture
dialogue for transcription purposes. A digital audio recorder was used as an additional method
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for data collection. This is common when collecting data in qualitative research, according to van
Manen (1997). I sought participant permission prior to audio recording the interview. If
participants declined to be audio recorded, I took more written notes during the interview and
wrote their responses.
Sampling
Quantitative research relies on random samples to generalize their findings. In qualitative
research, however, Bloomberg & Volpe (2019) stressed that the goal is not necessarily to
generalize findings. Instead, participants are purposefully selected to answer research questions.
A (purposive) sampling strategy was used to recruit participants for this study. A (purposive)
sampling strategy is commonly used in qualitative research and involves purposefully selecting
research participants who have experienced the phenomenon (Merriam & Grenier, 2019). Those
participants are selected based on some common experience; the goal is to select participants
who can yield rich information and insight into the investigation (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019).
Criterion-based sampling is one of the 16 variations of purposive sampling strategies
Bailey (2007) identified, and I used this sampling strategy in the current study. Criterion
sampling is when all participants in the study have been through the same phenomenon
(Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019). The goal was to choose participants who could provide the data
necessary to address the research questions (Merriam & Grenier, 2019). Another variation of
purposive sampling is convenience sampling, which is employed when participants are
conveniently accessible to the researcher. Convenience sampling is a sampling method whereby
members of the population are willing to participate, or they meet other criteria such as
accessibility, proximity, and availability. It is also useful for the researcher to gather data without
the intricacies of a randomized sample (Etikan et al., 2016). After I received IRB approval (see
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Appendix F), I began the recruitment process by making contact with participants with whom I
have some previous connection or affiliation and who have experience with the phenomenon of
being African American and a first-generation college student at a PWI. As such, convenience
sampling was used because of my connection with potential participants. I initially made contact
with the participants via telephone and then followed up by sending a recruitment email to their
personal email address. The selection criteria for inclusion into the study were participants who
attended a PWI for an undergraduate degree, identify as African American, matriculated to
college immediately after high school, and were able to reflect on their experiences as it relates
to the phenomenon being investigated. According to Seidman (2019), the sample size for
qualitative research depends on sufficiency and saturation. In phenomenological studies,
researchers explore a phenomenon with people who have experience with that phenomenon, and
Creswell and Poth (2018) suggested that samples may range from 3 to 10 participants. They
advised that the key is to describe the ways in which a small group of individuals who have
experience with a phenomenon describe and make meaning of the experience. After IRB
approval, I recruited participants via email with an invitation to participate in this research study
(see Appendix C) and followed up with a reminder email.
Data Management
A pseudonym was assigned to all eleven participants in the study to maintain their
confidentiality, and all personal identifying information was removed. Prior to interviews, I
emailed and reviewed with participants the adult consent to participate in research form (see
Appendix G) where no signature was required, as assent was verbally given. Any written notes
and paper records will be stored in a safe in my home prior to being shredded in a cross-cut
shredder and recycled three years after the conclusion of the study. Digital records will be stored
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on a password protected device and three years after the conclusion of the study will be erased
using a data erasing software program application designed to remove data from the storage
device. Any back-up data stored on USB drives will be reformatted and data wiped. Considering
digital recordings include voices of research participants, any recordings will be destroyed by
using a data erasure tool that securely and permanently erases data from voice recorders. All data
from the study (transcriptions and audio recordings) will be safeguarded and stored in a safe at
my home, to be destroyed three years after the conclusion of the study.
Data Analysis Strategies
The goal of the data analysis process in phenomenological research is to make sense of
the experiences of the participants in the study and to identify the essence of the experiences.
The focus is on what Bloomberg and Volpe (2019) called “life as lived” (p. 106), or the lived
experience.
Data collection and data analysis can be performed concurrently in a process that is not
linear (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019). For this study, I used Moustakas’ (1994) phenomenological
reduction method. The steps of phenomenological reduction include: bracketing, horizonalizing,
clustering the horizons into themes, and organizing the horizons and themes into textural
description. This process was conducted using NVivo qualitative data analysis software, which
allows researchers to organize the data according to their data analysis plan and store those data
together at nodes, or buckets of information, for easy visualization.
Bracketing
So that the research could be conducted without researcher bias, I acknowledged my
lived experiences as a first-generation African American student at a PWI. Before collecting data
for this research study, the bracketing method required that I employ a reflexive journal to write
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down and bracket my own thoughts and experiences with the phenomenon (see Appendix B). In
a small paper notebook, I journaled and wrote details I recalled from my own college
experiences. This is how I bracketed my experiences with the phenomenon so that I could
objectively listen to the participants’ experiences, as viewing this phenomenon uniquely through
the lens of my own experiences would only allow a subjective approach. The process of
bracketing, or epoche, allowed me to view this phenomenon afresh in accordance with
Moustakas’ (1994) suggestions. The bracketing process also allowed me to collect data with the
purpose of exploring purely through the lived experiences of the participants and not
underscoring my own lived experiences to liken them to nor devalue the experiences of the
participants.
Although my experiences cannot be fully suspended, the bracketing method provided an
opportunity for me to reflect and chronicle my own experience with the phenomenon prior to
data collection. It further provided an opportunity for additional information and perspectives
from this study’s participants while removing my own experiences with the phenomenon.
Chronicling my own experience with the phenomenon prior to data collection helped me to
reflect back and set aside my own reality of being a first-generation African American college
student who has only attended PWIs. Following the epoche process, the researcher was able to
listen, observe, and interact with participants through the data collection process (Moustakas,
1994).
Horizonalizing
All participant interviews was transcribed using the transcription feature in Zoom and
Word. I began the process of horizonalization. The horizon is the experience a person is having
in the present (Moustakas, 1994). The present experience cannot be bracketed because it is
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current. Everything has a horizon when looking at a phenomenon. The horizonalization process
involved reading and re-reading transcribed interviews and coding significant statements from
those interviews. This process is not a precise science, according to Saldaña (2016), but it distills
and reduces data. The ability to identify codes from participant responses can ultimately lead
researchers in the interviews. The codes were then formed into clusters.
Clustering the Horizons into Themes
According to Saldaña (2016), those significant statements are the passages of relevant
text that addresses the research questions, which are then reconstructed based on similarity of
interview passages across all participants through later stages of data analysis. Everything else in
the interview is removed except for the significant statements. In the clustering stage of analysis,
these significant statements are clustered into themes based on meaning (Creswell & Poth,
2018). A theme is a pattern that exists among participants in the interview text (van Manen,
1997). The clustering process offered a description of the phenomenon by revealing
corresponding themes among research participants.
Organizing the Horizons and Themes into Textural Description
After horizonalizing and clustering, those significant statements and themes were used to
write a description of the experience, using participants’ own words (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
The results of the transcribed interviews provided a rich description of the phenomenon.
Trustworthiness
According to Bloomberg and Volpe (2019), trustworthiness involves credibility,
dependability, confirmability, and transferability. Additionally, Bloomberg and Volpe explained
that this is the section of the paper where the researcher reveals to the reader an understanding of
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strategies used to ensure trustworthiness of the study. For this study, I utilized credibility and
transferability to ensure trustworthiness of the data.
One of the criteria for trustworthiness involves credibility, which means the researcher
accurately portrays participants’ experiences and the findings are based on participant narratives,
not the researcher (Bloomberg and Volpe, 2019). To establish credibility, I used member checks,
which means I sent a summary of my conclusions and results to participants for them to review
(Bloomberg and Volpe, 2019). After conducting interviews, I also invited participants to review
their interview transcript by method of their choice (email, in-person, etc.) to confirm accuracy.
None of the participants, however, had any changes. Credibility was also addressed through the
storage and accessibility of audio recordings from participant interviews and their full
transcripts.
Another criterion for trustworthiness is transferability. Bloomberg and Volpe (2019)
stressed that the qualitative researcher does not seek to generalize findings, but is concerned with
transferability; this indicates the readers themselves (not the researcher) can decide how findings
from a study can be applied to their circumstance. This means the reader of the study can make
their own judgments with respect to what is and what is not transferable concerning a particular
study.
Further, Merriam & Grenier (2019) stated generalizability contradicts the purpose of
qualitative research, stating “since small non-random samples are selected purposefully in
qualitative research, it is not possible to generalize statistically. A small sample is selected
precisely because the researcher wishes to understand the particular in-depth, not to find out
what is generally true of the many” (p. 29).
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The means by which I ensured transferability of this study was to provide thick
descriptions. Merriam and Grenier (2019) contended that providing a thick description is a
strategy to ensure transferability, which involves providing information and description
(commonly in the form of participant quotes) for readers to determine how closely their
situations match and if the findings can be transferred to other contexts or settings.
Limitations & Delimitations
The following limitations/delimitations apply to this study:
1. Through use of convenience sampling, it is possible the experiences of the convenience
sample are not representative of the experiences of all students.
2. Data for this research was not collected for an extended length or series of time.
3. This study examined experiences of first-generation African American college students
who attended four-year predominantly White institutions. The results of this study are not
generalizable to other institution types (community/ junior colleges).
4. The population of this study were participants who identify as African American and
self-report as first-generation. Any other students were excluded from this study.
5. Participation in this study was voluntary. Utilizing a convenience sample, I relied on
participants’ willingness to participate.
Summary
The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand how first-generation African
American college students feel they matter at a PWI. A phenomenological approach was
considered to be the most appropriate method for this study. In qualitative research, the
researcher is the primary data collection instrument to collect data and use the data to explain the
phenomenon. Semi-structured interviews were used to collect data for this study. The interviews
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were transcribed. The data was analyzed using Moustakas’ (1994) phenomenological reduction
method. Varying strategies were employed to ensure trustworthiness of the study. Lastly,
limitations and delimitations of the study were discussed.
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Chapter 4: Findings
Introduction
In this section I will discuss themes that were revealed after eleven one-on-one interviews
were conducted. The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand how first-generation
African American college students feel they matter at a PWI. It is important to understand the
lived experiences of this group of students and what support and experiences helped them
transition to and navigate through college. Through semi-structured interviews, with firstgeneration African American students who attended PWIs, a description of the phenomenon was
revealed through their words. Their narratives provided an understanding of their college
experiences in relation to the research questions that were generated for the current study:
(1) What experiences do first-generation African American college students identify as
making them feel like they matter in their educational experience at a predominantly
White institution?
(2) What do first-generation African American college students perceive as
marginalizing in their experiences at PWIs?
(3) How does racism experienced by first-generation African American students at PWIs
affect their sense of marginality and mattering?
(4) How do microaggressions experienced by first-generation African American students
at PWIs contribute to their sense of mattering?
Answers to the research questions could not be best explained by only addressing each research
question individually. With themes so parallel, the research questions will be both answered and
discussed within each theme. Five themes emerged from the data: (1) College Enrollment
Influences, (2) Navigating the First Year, (3) Sense of Belonging and Marginalization, (4)
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Microaggressions and Racism and (5) Helping First-Generation African American Students at
PWIs.
Participant Profiles
Eleven individuals participated in the current study. Study participants had the inclusion
criteria of having matriculated to college immediately after high school, being a college graduate
who attended a PWI for an undergraduate degree, identify as African American, able to reflect
on their experiences at a PWI, and was a first-generation college student. For purposes of this
study, first-generation college students are defined as the first in their family to attend college
(Choy, 2001; Ives & Castillo-Montoya, 2020; Jehangir, 2010; Stebleton et al., 2014). For this
study, participants have been de-identified to preserve their individual privacy and they will be
referred to by pseudonyms. Please see participant profiles below:
Age

Gender

Dylan

41

Male

Daniel

38

Male

Ravi

50

Male

Saundra

25

Female

Rudy

32

Male

Jay

47

Male

Ivy

49

Female

Natalia

30

Female

Lynne

45

Female

Azriel

42

Male

River

40

Female
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Presentation of Findings
Data Analysis
I used Moustakas’ (1994) phenomenological reduction method in conjunction with
NVivo, a qualitative data analysis software program, to analyze data collected from 11
participants. I began by uploading all transcripts into NVivo and assigning each participant a
pseudonym. Then, I read and re-read the transcripts before beginning the process of
horizonalizing and coding process. Beginning with one transcript, I started horizonalizing the
data. To accomplish this in NVivo, I used the computer mouse to highlight those significant
statements and then right-clicked the mouse and selected the option to code the passage in vivo,
meaning using the participant’s exact words. In the NVivo program, this yielded a list of
significant statements to which I then assigned a code, or a brief descriptor. Horizonalizing and
coding of the first interview yielded 16 novel codes, presented in Table 1.
Table 1.
Codes from First Transcript
Codes
Assistance with first-year challenges
Black Greek system
Black mentor
Black student union
Few black students
Getting involved on campus
Giving back to Black students
Influential person outside family

Living arrangements for Black students
No sense of bias from others
Parent influence
Perception of being unprepared
Positive experience overall
Sense of being alone without family
Staff and counselor help
Surround myself with AA students
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I repeated this process to horizonalize all transcripts, using the codes from the first
transcript as needed and adding to the list of codes as I continued the process. After
horizonalizing and coding all transcripts, I had a final list of codes, presented in Table 2.
Table 2.
Final List of Codes
Codes
Assistance with first year challenges
Black Greek system
Black mentor
Black student union
Excited to go to college
Expectation to go to college
Feeling accepted
Feeling unwelcome or marginalized
Few Black students
Figuring it out myself
Getting involved on campus
Giving back to Black students
Improve experience for Black students
Influential person outside family

Lacking soft skills
Living arrangements for Black students
No sense of bias from others
Overwhelmed by college
Parent influence
Perception of being not as prepared
Positive experience overall
Sense of being alone without family
Settling in after first year
Staff and counselor help
Surround myself with AA students
Treated differently
Wish I had gone to an HBCU

Following this coding, I began clustering these codes together into themes. I did this by
reviewing the codes and their associated significant statements and clustering them based on
meaning, or some concept that tied the codes together. This process yielded five themes, which
addressed the study’s research questions. Theme 1 was titled College Enrollment Influences,
theme 2 was titled Navigating the First Year, I called the third theme Sense of Belonging and
Marginalization, theme four was titled Microaggressions and Racism, and the final theme was
titled Helping First-Generation Black Students at PWIs.
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Theme 1. College Enrollment Influences
First-generation African American students who attended PWIs were influenced by many
people around them to go to college. However, none were perhaps more influential to these
students than parents. According to participants, parents who did not go to college knew of the
importance of college and expected their children to attend. However, participants also described
the influence of friends and other people close to them in impacting their decision to go to
college. Discussions with first-generation African American students around the influences that
led them to go to college formed Theme 1, which establishes the context in which participants
attended PWIs and what shaped their decisions to attend these schools. Participants of the study
indicated that in addition to their desire to enroll to college, their parents’ insistence contributed
to their feeling of mattering.
Though parents often could not help their children with the intricacies of applying for
college and navigating through associated processes like financial aid, registering for classes, and
learning where buildings on campus were, they instilled in their children that there was an
expectation to attend college. Ravi said, “My parents were both plant workers, and they instilled
in me that you will go to college. So, there, there was not an option.” Saundra described a similar
expectation from her family, but also placed a burden on herself to attend college so she could
support her parents later in life. She explained,
They were also encouraging me to do well in school…I knew at the end of the day, my
attending would make me proud, and it would make my family proud. And getting a
degree would give me opportunities my family didn’t have. That’s one of the things that
pushed me. I want to do good for my family and I want to be able to support them.
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Other participants described similar feelings they received from their parents about the
expectation to attend college. Jay said his mother knew her children were destined for
“something better, for all of us kids” and, thus, pushed them to attend college, and Lynne said
her mother “knew my potential and she felt like I needed to be educated more beyond high
school and I needed the experience.” Ivy said, “My parents knew they wanted me to go to
college, so their support was there.”
Unfortunately, because their parents had not gone to college, they were not often able to
help participants navigate the experience of applying to college and for financial aid. Daniel,
whose mother had encouraged him to attend college, chuckled and said, “My mother, bless her
heart, she paid for my first two classes out of her own pocket,” in a demonstration of support for
his attending college. Ravi, like other participants, relied on financial aid like student loans and
grants to help afford college. “I relied on the resources and the income from my mom and, I
think, I think they were called Pell grants,” said Ravi. Rudy recalled his mother being able to
help a bit with school applications, but “a lot of it was done at my high school.” Lynne described
her mother as savvy, despite not attending college. “My mother kind of directed me, just based
on her own personal…she was very intelligent. She just didn’t do school, uh, because she
couldn’t. But she was the one who guided me,” Lynne recalled.
Participants had influences to go to college other than their parents. Dylan described a
favorite aunt, a friend of his mother, who “took an interest in all the young ones.” This aunt took
him to the college campus on an unrelated errand, where he fell in love with the environment,
especially seeing the Black Greek system and student union on the campus. In recalling his
survey of the campus, Dylan noted “there were not a lot of African Americans on campus.
So, you know, it was a learning experience for me.”
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Friends from high school also influenced participants to go to college, but in somewhat
different ways. Daniel said he noticed a lot of his Black friends from high school had not opted
to go to college, but his White friends were, so he followed them. Natalia recalled, “None of my
friends, when we graduated, went to college.” Lynne also described the sense that her friends
from the neighborhood were not going to college, and so she had to follow her own course:
Academically knowing my potential and knowing that I needed to be challenged, and I
could not be challenged in a home environment, I couldn’t be challenged being around
my friends. My neighborhood friends, whose goals were completely different from mine.
Ultimately, parents who had not gone to college were the primary influence for their
children—the participants in this study—to go to college. Participants perceived that their
parents wanted better lives for them, and also instilling in them that there was an expectation
they would go to college. As Saundra put it, “My parents were like no, this is not an option.”
River recalled a similar sentiment, instilled in her by her parents: “College wasn’t an option. It
was destined. We had to go to college.” Lynne started to say she felt she was forced to college,
but then corrected herself. She said, “My mother forced me to, well, I mean, she strongly
encouraged me [to go to college].” Yet participants described other influences in their decision to
attend college, like friends of high school and other family friends.
Theme 2. Navigating the First Year
Theme 2 addressed aspects of research questions 1, 2, and 3. In navigating their first year
at PWIs, participants had to figure out processes like applying for financial aid, buying
textbooks, and learning where campus buildings were on their own. Lacking people to guide
them and feeling a sense of culture shock, participants felt marginalized as they looked around
campus and did not see people who looked like them. For participants, who were first-generation
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college students without the benefit of parents who had been to college to teach them, navigating
the first year, or the first term, presented challenges. Nonetheless, participants generally
described a sense of excitement about going to college and a relatively easy transition between
high school and college. “The transition, I would say, it wasn’t a hard transition…I felt elated.
I’m like, here I am, a young African American, I am attending [my state school], regardless of
what the naysayers had to say,” Ravi said while describing the excitement he felt matriculating
into college. Natalia was similarly excited. She said,
I was actually excited, because I am the middle of five children…So, my studies for high
school was nursing…So, I was like yeah, I gotta definitely go on to college to get a
degree in order to do this, so that was, I was actually excited…I was just excited.
Other participants described feeling excited, in those terms. Azriel said, “I’ll say I was a
little excited,” but then also admitted to being a little homesick, and River said, “I was excited to
get away.” For Saundra, the feeling was not only of excitement, but also pride. As the youngest
of four children, she said, “It’s just me. I am the only one in my family who can say I did this.”
To Saundra, being a college educated woman was almost a part of her identity, as she proved to
herself she had the “tenacity to push through.”
Participants were excited to be at college, though many did say they either wished they
had attended an HBCU rather than a PWI or that, when they were first considering attending
college, they wanted to attend an HBCU. “I initially wanted to go to Grambling,” said Rudy,
whose parents convinced him that attending a PWI a little closer to home might be better. He
said, “I think that environment [at the PWI] was a little bit tougher for me,” in hindsight. Natalia
also wanted to attend an HBCU before opting to stay closer to home at a state school. “I wanted
to go to an HBCU, but I knew, [my state] did not give us a lot of money to go out of our state, so
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I had to reroute,” said Natalia. In the same vein, Lynne said, “I wanted to go away to Spelman
College.” And while these participants said they initially wanted to attend an HBCU but changed
their minds for various reasons, Saundra said, “I regret not having gone to an HBCU…in
hindsight, I do wish that I had chosen an HBCU…It just would have been a completely different
experience for me…I would have met more Black people sooner.” River’s parents’ advice
countered the previous decisions for attendance at an HBCU. She said, “instead of going to an
HBCU, my parents suggested I go to a PWI and start competing with them (White counterparts)
now, or never learn and go out into the world feeling like I’m lacking…like they did.”
Once settled on the campuses of their PWIs, the feeling of excitement, for some
participants, dissipated and they were left feeling alone and overwhelmed. Saundra said she felt
“pretty much alone” once she was settled on the college campus, and River said, “It was a little
adjustment, because that was really my first time really being away from Mom and Dad and I
had to be a little more independent.” Ravi remembered that his parents did not even drop him at
college and so he felt alone before he arrived on the campus. “Driving you to school and
dropping you off, that wasn’t going to happen,” Ravi said. He elaborated,
I had a big trunk footlocker, bedding, comforters, and all that stuff. I had never knew
what a comforter was. I asked my mom, “Where’s my quilt at?” She said, “Boy, you got
a comforter.” I get down to the [university] at the Greyhound bus stop at about two in the
morning, not knowing how…So I call the RA on duty and told him who I was. He comes
down and looks at me and I looked at him. He says to me, “You couldn’t find another
time to get here, aside for 3 o’clock in the morning?” He was asleep. Tall white guy. I
said, “Well, you know, I got here the best I can. I came by Greyhound. “Where you
from?” I say, “Chicago.” And it was, it was off to a rough start.
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The perceived “rough start” from the interaction with the Resident Assistant compounded with
preexisting feelings of being alone underscored the difficulty that Ravi experienced early on in
navigating and transitioning to the first year of college.
Ravi also described feeling overwhelmed once at his PWI, which other participants
described, too. “The hard part was that, when you’re in high school, you go into a classroom of
20-25 people…So, my first lecture hall…there’s 1500-2000 students in this classroom, and
you’re known by a number,” Ravi explained. Daniel substantiated this and said,
Um... never really never talked to a counselor. In class, It depended on what the class was
and if I was comfortable enough asking questions. I had a econ class that was in a, that
was like an auditorium, and I swear it had to be like 300 of us in there. And, you know,
it's like auditorium style and you got the teacher down in the pit, down in the bottom, and
you're just getting lectured to. And at that point, it was so many people in the class, you
really couldn’t ask a question because it was like, it wasn't set up for that, you know.
For some participants, this feeling of being overwhelmed led to anxiety. “I had a lot of
anxiety, and the reason was because although my high school was considered college prep…they
failed the students who weren’t completely decided, or decisive in terms of an academic path
forward,” said Jay. Natalia had more anxiety and a feeling of being overwhelmed in terms of the
sudden increase in expectations. She said, “Can I meet these expectations that they are putting
out there for me? Can I maintain? Will I be able to graduate? So, all of that future stuff kind of
rushed into me.”
Without parental support, and with little help from college staff or guidance counselors,
participants leaned on friends and peers, or themselves and their own savvy to learn how to
register for classes, buy textbooks, and all of the other intricacies of being a college freshman.
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Participants reflected on feeling overwhelmed by the sense that they had to figure out how to do
college alone, or with very minimal support. “It was a bit difficult to navigate at first, so I let the
orientation cater to that portion of support,” said Saundra, who leaned on the campus orientation
to learn how to take care of necessary campus business. Not everyone had this option, though.
Azriel said, “I don’t recall no orientation.” Ivy had RAs who could help. She explained, “There
were also a lot of older students, like the RAs, that would help us out and make sure they told us
what we needed to do to excel.”
Other participants relied on what they had learned in high school and turned to their high
school counselors to help them. In addition to turning to RAs for support, Ivy said, “My college
prep high school was good, because they helped us prepare for college, mentally, with grades
and with paperwork, and so majority of us went directly to college.” Natalia said, “My high
school counselor helped me navigate through everything. The counselor had to help me.”
Without parents who could assist her, Natalia appreciated having this resource available to her in
her high school counselor. Saundra recalled about her parents “they wanted to help, but they
simply didn’t understand any of it.”
Despite some help from others, many participants described feeling like they had to
figure out how to navigate college themselves. As Dylan put it, “You realize that college is a
self-guided tour after a while.” Dylan recalled seeing an academic counselor in the first semester
about what classes to take but stopped after realizing that “it didn’t help me, didn’t get out any
faster.” Azriel also felt like he lacked assistance from academic counselors, who should have
“advised me of what classes I was supposed to take for my major.”
Others utilized the help of their counselors a bit more. Ivy noted that she had to reach out
to the academic counselor, instead of the academic counselor reaching out to her, but that she
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was comfortable speaking to her counselor. “Once we picked our degree, they would map it out
and let us know what classes we needed to take so that we could finish up,” said Ivy. This
experience was like Lynne’s experience, who said her academic counselor “cleared the path” for
her after she changed majors, helping her figure out which classes to take.
Without strong assistance or support from academic counselors, participants made do and
learned to figure things out for themselves. “I didn’t even know who my counselor was,” said
Daniel. He continued,
I learned then at an early age, I didn’t need to be in a class that big; when I was in a
smaller environment where I could actually see everybody that I was in class with and
figure out I wasn’t the only idiot that wasn’t getting it…I more so got help from
individual instructors as opposed to counselors, individual instructors saw potential or
saw I needed a little help, would talk to me and be like, “this is what you need.”
Part of figuring this out himself was being placed on academic probation, and Daniel did
not recall anyone reaching out to help him or telling him what he needed to do to get off of
probation. “I didn’t have a lifeline; nobody was talking to this little Black kid that got these bad
grades and still there, just swimming, you know,” said Daniel. Ravi similarly felt that he had to
figure college out for himself: “We had to figure it out all on our own.” Many participants gave
some variation of this statement, indicating their experience was similar. “It was kind of a feeling
of you’ll figure this out as time goes on. They didn't talk, they talked a lot about the semester as a
silo. They didn't talk about an academic track, right, or a career, a career map, there was none of
that language. It was, you'll get accustomed to this, you know, people do, kind of thing” said Jay.
Similarly, River said, “I had to kind of figure it out for myself,” and Lynne said, “I pretty much
had to find my own way.” Likewise, Rudy said,
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I wasn't made to feel like hey guys, my door is open. But it was just kind of almost like
we were just all social security numbers to be honest. I mean nobody made me feel any
more or less comfortable, it was just like we were there for class, after class, you know,
class is over and that's it, you know, not very many teachers, you felt like you were being
nurtured or really cared for by.
Lynne’s experience finding her own way was a bit of a challenge. Considering she had
done so well in high school, she did not initially do well in college and regarding the lack of
extra support. She explained,
I had learned to go see a counselor every semester and what I had to figure out was…I
had a plan that I wanted to graduate in four years. That was my motivation…But then I
changed majors a couple of times and so one of the counselors I initially worked with
introduced me to another advisor and in times of trying to determine my required courses
she said, “These are the classes. These are the professors. This is what you need. You
don’t need this; this will cost you more money. You don’t need this, it’s extra. If you
want to take an extra class, then…,” so she gave me recommendations based on that. One
semester, I got a A, B, C, D and an F. This was my worst semester ever. Awful…so just
trying to figure it out. And when I called my mother on the phone to tell her my grades,
she told me, “You better fix this.” And that’s all she said. Then she said, “I’ll talk to you
later. I’m going back to work.” I started to cry. She said it again, “You better fix this.”
And so, whatever you got to do you got to figure it out. I was left to figure it out on my
own. I didn’t know how to do it. But I did it.
What Lynne experienced led her to dig in and overcome academic hurdles similar to what
other participants faced. There appeared to be stubbornness there that helped her get through.
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River also demonstrated this stubbornness to an extent. She said, “I’m one of those types that I
want to try to do it and figure it out on my own first.” Challenges navigating the first year at a
PWI were often discussed in the same context as personal responsibility. Participants met the
challenges that they faced head on, with determination to rise above them and succeed.
Theme 3. Sense of Belonging and Marginalization
Theme 3 addressed research questions 1 and 3, as this theme is about how participants
described the ways in which they were made to feel like they belonged and mattered on the
campuses of their PWIs. Students did not appear to have felt like they automatically fit in to
campuses of their respective PWIs. Neither, however, did they describe an overwhelming sense
of feeling marginalized or like they did not belong, though certainly there were instances of this
which I explore in this theme. What was clear, based on interviews and data analysis, was that
students had to seek opportunities to make friends, and they did that especially with other
African American students. Many, too, said they were scouted for the Black Greek system on
their campus, especially the male participants. Others joined organizations that made them feel a
sense of belonging. The underlying current here was that participants had to be willing to join
others and actively seek opportunities to get involved, and therefore feel welcome.
“You gotta be social,” said Ravi of his experience feeling welcome and fitting in on his
PWI’s campus. This was true for most participants, too, who described seeking opportunities to
get involved. Dylan participated in talent shows and was involved with service-learning projects
associated with football game days, which made him feel “like [I] was part of the institution, part
of that fiber, that institution.” Saundra recalled doing what she could to find other people who
looked like her. “I didn’t find a group to attach myself with until my second semester,” Saundra
said, which was the point at which she joined the school’s gospel choir. She stated,
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it was hard to find groups that looked like me because there weren’t many of us. But, I
feel like I really didn’t feel like I found a group to attach myself with until my second
semester. They had a gospel choir on campus and I actually ended up joining the choir
there. And when I came to the first rehearsal I thought “where have y’all been?!” Because
I had not seen any of them. It was very interesting. Especially since I was studying
psychology, there weren’t many of us in those classes either. So I was like “what is going
on?” But once I joined the choir that is when it felt like I really fell into my groove and
was able to adapt more to the environment.
She recalled wondering where all of her new choir friends had been, because, as she said, “I had
not seen any of them.” Saundra also said that after joining choir, “That’s when I really started to
shine…like feel appreciated there as part of the student body.” Ivy also joined the campus choir,
which made her “feel like I mattered,” which was very similar to what Natalia, who also joined
the choir, said: “I was in the Black choir and being in the Black choir really made me feel like I
mattered.”
Early in college, participants seem to have latched on to other Black students or Black
student organizations, like student unions or the Greek system. Dylan said, “I had met one young
lady…she’s Black. And she and I, because our parents, my mom and her mom, were talking, we
knew we needed to nestle together.” Dylan continued to find other Black students to become
close to, saying, “I really felt comfortable.” This was a strategy that others used, too. Daniel also
created a “network of friends, friends, Black friends, Black friends who were looking forward to
seeing me and missed me if I wasn’t in class,” and they “stuck together.” Participant’s responses
highlighted a pattern of Black students forming social groups and a sense of community with one
another.
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Campuses with a Black Student Union appeared to provide a draw for participants. “They
did have, like, a Black Student Union where the students would get together and do certain
things, like celebrate Black History Month,” said Rudy, who believed this was the only
organization strictly geared toward Black students. Saundra, who recalled a similar organization
developing while she was in college, said she did not join “because of so much things that I was
doing with my parents at church and stuff; I just didn’t have time.” According to Natalia, the
organizations that were “headed up by Black people, you know, really made you feel welcome.”
Dylan referenced a place of solace on campus. He described,
there was a building on campus where these meetings were held called the black house.
And it was university owned, but I think it was a location for us to have our social
meetings and some familiarity. Someplace we can identify, as well as it had African
American purpose. This black house was specifically for the African American students
for you to just come and socialize and feel at home, so to speak. Every Black Greek
organization used it as well as the Black Student Union, things like that so I became
aware of it and you know what things would go there. It could help with recruitment to
Black organizations too because if you can tell everyone you know, the Black Student
Union uses this building, you know, it's kind of a eye opener, raises their spirit.
Ravi referenced a source of support at his respective university as the “afro house.” He said,
“every house is a house on campus. At [university], if you wanted to get together and study as a
group of African Americans you could.”
Students felt most supported in environments within PWIs where they were surrounded
by other students who looked like them such as in various Black organizations. Notably, as some
of the female participants had joined their school choir, men described experiences with the
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Black Greek system that made them feel a similar sense of belonging. “I pledged a fraternity,”
said Dylan, “I believe they sought me out after a while because I came to a few events…A lot of
people gave them a lot of attention.” This was when Dylan “felt a sense of belonging.” Two
other male participants said they were sought out by multiple Black fraternities on their college
campuses. “The Kappas and the Alphas both wanted me to be in their organization,” said Daniel.
Ravi described the process of attending the smoker, which was the equivalent of rush for the
Black Greek system. Ravi said,
I was sought out by two organizations, the first organization was Phi Beta Sigma and the
second organization of course was Alpha Phi Alpha…So, when I got there, it wasn’t
really visible until you went to a party and you saw them stepping, the different Greek
organizations, and they invited you to their rush. We had a White rush, you had an
African American smoker, is what we call them. I went to the smoker for Alpha Phi
Alpha, and the rest is history. I’m still a current active member of Alpha Phi Alpha, and
I’ll be back on the campus of the university this March, celebrating the centennial.
Greek organizations that male participants joined as college students remained important
to them throughout their lives, as Ravi highlighted. Jay’s experience with the campus Greek
system was different from other male participants. “There was only one African American Greek
organization, male Greek fraternity organization there at the time…they ultimately had their
chapter suspended there because of hazing,” Jay said, so he was unable to join. Despite attending
some socials at other Greek houses, “it felt like you were in a different world completely and you
were made to know that as soon as you reached the threshold; it was not a warm feeling.”
Participants did not allow being marginalized or made to feel like an outsider on a PWI campus
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to deter them from enjoying the college experience, instead this drove them to find spaces where
they felt they belonged.
In many ways, participants felt welcome and like they fit in on PWI campuses, but this
was usually in relation to other Black students and student organizations on campus and was not
the case everywhere they went. Rudy recalled an altercation between him and his White
roommate that led to his moving out of the room. He did not like people sitting on his bed if they
were visiting his room, and his roommate had a friend over who sat on his bed. “I had some
words with him,” said Rudy, “He, I guess, reported me to the RA, and they end up moving me
out of the room.”
Jay knew from when he enrolled that he did not fit in at the PWI. “I did not enroll
believing I fit. Immediately, I felt a disconnect from my urban city. I felt othered, completely,”
said Jay. He said that socially, he felt like he fit in, but in academics, he did not feel so
comfortable. “The daytime academic vibe was very segregated,” Jay said. The sense from
participants was that they felt they “weren’t supposed to be here,” as Natalia put it. However,
there was variation to this experience. Daniel, for example, said, “I never felt unwelcome, no.” It
appeared, then, that participants may have felt unwelcome in some ways but welcome in others,
citing overall positive experiences but feeling marginalized in some specific ways.
Theme 4. Microaggressions and Racism
Theme 4 partially addressed research questions 2 and 4, about how microaggressions and
racism inflicted by White peers and professors made participants feel marginalized, invisible,
under a microscope, or like they did not matter. Some participants did not remember or note
microaggressions when they were in college; some attributed it to the all-around positive
experience, as noted briefly in Theme 3, that perhaps clouded their memories of any
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microaggressions or covert incidents of racism on their college campuses. Some participants did
recall experiencing microaggressions. Likewise, there were incidents of racism of all scales that
most participants faced, if not on the campus itself then in the surrounding areas. Some
participants said they felt they were not set up to succeed in college, or that others automatically
assumed they would perform poorly in classes. One complaint Natalia had about her academic
advisor was,
My major counselor was a little discouraging, telling me what I would not be able to do.
“Oh, I don't think you're gonna be able to withstand this class. It’s a pretty, you know, indepth class” and yes, she was very discouraging and then I just built up some courage and
I said “hey, you're my advisor, I can't…” And it was towards the end like she really
discouraged me and told me I wasn't going to be able to graduate. I showed her different.
Participants also felt like they were being observed. Generally, this spurred them to work
harder.
As Black students on PWI campuses, participants knew that they would be in the
minority, but noted just how few people who looked like them there really were on their
campuses. “I was probably the first Black that they had really had a conversation with…There
were not a lot of African Americans on campus,” said Dylan. Participants referred to this as a
culture shock of sorts. “I remember my first day there on campus feeling like a culture shock, I
think,” said Saundra, upon finding that most students on the campus looked different from her, as
were the professors. Rudy also used the term culture shock to describe how “not really a lot of
people looked like me,” after being raised in an area surrounded by people who did look like
him.
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Four participants said they did not really experience any bias or incidences of racism, but
one then qualified these statements. Dylan said, “I did not meet head on with any type of biases
that I would notice,” but then said, “I may have overlooked some.” Others made similar
statements. Jay said,
I never, nor did the people I clustered with, experienced direct racial slurs, fights, or
intimidation, except just those undertones. You feel groups, noticing you, right, and that,
that offers a level of discomfort that, that noticing. Because that, that goes against the
agreement of us all being equal, global citizens so that that that that feeling was
there…this hypervisibility, but it didn't rise to the level that I would label it tension.
Unlike Dylan and Jay, Natalia and River did not qualify their statements. Natalia said, “I don’t
think I experienced anything like that,” and River said, “I didn’t really have really encounters, I
would say, incidents or situations where I kind of felt uncomfortable.”
If microaggressions toward participants occurred, it appeared as though they were rarely
registered, as few participants spoke specifically about facing microaggressions. Saundra said,
“If there were, I mean, the microaggressions, I felt were [not] from the students but from the
staff.” When these happened in class, she learned to “not respond to it” and focused instead on
getting her education. However, Saundra also described feeling that “if I did come across as
someone that was really intelligent, like, it was almost like a shock to some people when I spoke,
like, how eloquent I spoke, or like, the types of answers I would give.” Natalia said she generally
felt comfortable on her campus, but when she asked questions in class, “it’s the response that you
know you may get,” by which she meant the response to a young Black woman speaking out in
class. Azriel said he felt like he had to “put on and be different around them,” meaning around
White students.
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In addition to feeling like they had to act differently around others on their PWI
campuses, participants also felt they were treated differently. For example, when he arrived at
class late, Rudy said, “We were made to feel like we were treated a little different.” Rudy had a
somewhat different experience from other participants, though. He transferred out of his PWI
and to a school closer to home, where there were more Black students. It was at that school
where he felt a difference in how he was treated. He said,
I felt marginalized and targeted because it was a police issue at that point. Because here I
am, African American male, most of the African Americans that attend [my university]
are from Chicago…there have been times when I’ve been walking to my dorm and
campus police will pull up and just start searching us…We see White kids on the lawn,
doing handstands on top of kegs and the police ride right past…It was just, I really felt
like I was being targeted…The White counterparts get away with a lot of different things,
and nothing happens…You also feel like you’re being targeted.
Jay experienced this differential treatment in terms of jobs that were available, but also in
other ways. “I worked at the student center I guess at the cafeteria area,” said Jay, “When
scheduling and the jobs that were the attractive jobs, right, positions there were, were held over
for people that, that did not look like myself.” He said he often felt observed on campus. The
experience of being treated differently at a campus job was something Natalia experienced, too.
She explained,
One year, I applied to drive the university campus buses. So, that’s the buses for the
campus. And so, when I went over there to apply this, this room full of white people…I
definitely was looked at, and then it was a lot of males…So, when people see me driving
this big bus and they like, “You think you can handle that? You see how big that wheel
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is? You know what you doing? And, you know, things of that. So, so I’m like, I’ll show
them, you know, in my head, because it’s like you kind of feel out of place because you
with a bunch of men, and then you’re a Black woman.
Natalia took the job driving buses after working in the cafeteria, where “they’re barely
giving me hours, and I see the White people down there all the time.” She felt like her bosses
kept her hidden away and out of sight “in the back by the steamers.”
In classes and academically, overall, participants described the sense that others did not
believe they were prepared, or perhaps qualified, to be in college. As a result, several participants
indicated they felt they were set up to fail, or at a minimum not given the tools they needed to
succeed. Dylan felt that his contributions to class were not observed, and he thought “[other
students] expected me not to be ready for the class or something.” Natalia also felt like she was
being scrutinized in the classroom or that others believed she was academically unprepared. She
described her experience with the SAT and how this impacted her later in college:
I was one point off the score, and I had to retake the test to get in. And here’s the kicker.
At [university], the score that they wanted seemed to be higher for Black people than it
was for the White people getting in, and you will see most of us in this program, sort of
like a probation program, room full of Black people in this program, in order to maintain
to stay in college. But what I learned about the program; it just gave me this feeling that
they expected we wasn’t going to do well. Being in this program, they just automatically
put this feeling on you, automatically thinking we weren’t good enough. But I was
already academically successful in high school.
Natalia was baffled by this treatment, and expectation of her, especially given that she
was her high school salutatorian and in the National Honor Society in her high school. She
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believed the program she was placed in at college was “a tactic to discourage us to not be there.”
She also described the sense that her academic counselor “was a little discouraging, telling me
what I would not be able to do.” Natalia said that she showed her counselor by working even
harder.
Theme 5. Helping First-Generation African American Students at PWIs
Though Theme 5 does not specifically address any of this study’s research questions, this
theme draws on participants’ experiences and the ways in which those experiences informed
their suggestions for how to improve the college experience for other first-generation Black
students at PWIs. Based on their experiences as first-generation Black students at PWIs,
participants had suggestions for assisting future first-generation students similar to themselves.
Suggestions overwhelmingly centered around the importance of mentorship for first generation
students, though participants had other ideas, too. In addition, participants recognized the need
for more help navigating the bureaucratic processes related to school, like financial aid
applications and registering for classes.
When they were in college, participants who had mentors described how important this
was. Ravi described the temptation to gravitate toward Black instructors. “It was like, when you
saw an African American instructor, you were like yes!...You feel like they understand…and
they’re going to try to assist you to get through this,” said Ravi. For this participant, the professor
was an African American Studies professor, and Ravi liked that even though there were
approximately 500 students in the class, “She really taught, in a sense, that you are 1-on-1.”
Saundra also found the “only Black professor” and got close to the professor, who helped guide
her through her time in college. “I stuck with her throughout my time there, and so any time I
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had questions, I would kind of, like, email her or call her, and she would give me some
information.”
This cycle did not stop with those participants who had mentors while in college; two
participants described how they now give back to other first-generation Black students at PWIs.
Dylan now uses his experience to talk to other youth about college and how to help themselves.
“I use my experience to talk about some of this…how I, in the times I did have some difficulties,
how I got through, overcame,” said Dylan. Similarly, as an alumnus, Natalia believed she could
be effective to help others through the college experience, “because we’ve been through what
you’re about to go through.”
Participants advocated for mentorship; as Daniel repeated, “They need mentors. They
need mentors.” Saundra encouraged other first-generation students to “Find a mentor. Find
someone who has done it or is doing it and get direct advice from someone who has experience.
Find a mentor.” Rudy, like others, said, “There has to be some type of mentoring for students
that are transitioning into these schools…I believe that mentorship is key.” Azriel suggested that
this mentorship might function more like an “outreach program, just for minority and Black
students.”
Beyond mentorship, participants had other ideas for how to help first-generation Black
students at PWIs flourish. In addition to requiring that White students take African American
history courses, Daniel suggested that there be mandatory introductory classes or “Meet and
greets with students with incoming students, like, ‘Yo, this is, this is college, and this is what you
need to do’.” Saundra said that her own orientation was very helpful and believed others would
benefit from similar experiences. However, she clarified, “I think that addressing the elephant in
the room head on would be helpful, like, if they had an orientation for Black students.”
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Jay’s experience informed his beliefs about how to best help other first-generation Black
students who attend PWIs. He said,
So, I believe I was equipped. The counselors that were assigned to us…I wouldn’t call
them diligent…It was, it was kind of like an assembly line. And it’s almost the feeling in
that, and I probably only went a few times, it was almost that you dare not ask a question,
it was kind of like you were going to be given directions, right, it wasn’t, it didn’t feel
like a two-way dialogue…if I had the opportunity to begin again, I would, I would seek
out to find, you know, those people who are probably underserved in terms of
preparedness, and that is someone who does well…who’s not on the radar of
struggling…I just think that it could be, there could be a better and more deliberate
introduction of all of the available resources…to ensure that those folks in those critical
roles are committed.
Natalia had a similar suggestion. She said, “I think that, you know, people that are going
in as first generation, and being Black, really should have resources at the school.” She suggested
this could be something like a Big Brother, Big Sister organization.
Summary
Participant interviews support the literature that first-generation African-American
college students require motivation which is important to student success. The stories and
experiences of these students are varied and have layers that should be addressed in academic
discourse. Furthermore, their stories provide context for lived experiences of first-generation
African American college students at PWIs. Each participant was able to convey how their
intersectionality impacted their attendance at a PWI. Illuminating the academic and nonacademic experiences of these students extends our theoretical understanding of what frames
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their experiences and provides critical understanding of how PWIs can better prepare for these
students.
This chapter presented the stories of eleven participants of this study and the findings
were developed from their interviews. Data analysis generated five themes: (1) College
Enrollment Influences, (2) Navigating the First Year, (3) Sense of Belonging and
Marginalization, (4) Microaggressions and Racism and (5) Helping First-Generation African
American Students at PWIs.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand how first-generation African
American college students feel they matter at a PWI. Understanding the needs and experiences
of first-generation African American college students can help IHE administrators and faculty
develop and implement ways to help these students feel connected. Taking into consideration the
history of inequity that existed at IHE, further diversifying these institutions is important for
students and administrators. Furthermore, the findings of the current study can inform
administration at IHE on how to provide support to make first-generation African American
students feel like they belong and matter on the campuses of PWIs.
The research study was designed to hear the voices of first-generation African American
college students who attended a PWI. Data were collected through eleven semi-structured
interviews and will be interpreted using Schlossberg’s (1989) marginality and mattering
framework. The study included four research questions:
(1) What experiences do first-generation African American college students identify as
making them feel like they matter in their educational experience at a predominantly
White institution?
(2) What do first-generation African American college students perceive as
marginalizing in their experiences at PWIs?
(3) How does racism experienced by first-generation African American students at PWIs
affect their sense of marginality and mattering?
(4) How do microaggressions experienced by first-generation African American students
at PWIs contribute to their sense of mattering?
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Five themes emerged from analysis of the data: (1) College Enrollment Influences, (2)
Navigating the First Year, (3) Sense of Belonging and Marginalization, (4) Microaggressions and
Racism, and (5) Helping First-Generation African American Students at PWIs. What follows is a
discussion of the findings, limitations of this study, implications for practice, and
recommendations for future research. Lastly, I close the chapter with concluding remarks.
Interpretation of Research Findings
This study sought to capture the essence of first-generation African American college
student experiences at PWIs. Utilizing a phenomenological approach and framed by
Schlossberg’s theory of marginality and mattering, participants’ stories provided a deeper
understanding of their backgrounds, academic experiences, and experiences with racism at PWIs.
The participants also shared stories about parental influence and navigating the transition to
college.
Theme 1: College Enrollment Influences
First-generation African American college students reported their parents were their
primary influences for attending college and enrolling in classes. Although parents often could
not help their children with the intricacies of applying for college and registering for classes, they
instilled in their children that they were expected to attend college, which aligns with previous
research. Parents are powerful influencers on their children’s decisions to attend college and
advocate for college to help improve social advancement and career opportunities for their
children (Farmer-Hinton & Adams, 2006; Lin 1997). First-generation students and their parents
perceive college attendance as a source of upward mobility (Farmer-Hinton’ & Adams, 2006;
Harper, 2008; Winkle-Wagner, 2009; Stanton-Salazar, 1997), and all participants of the present
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study expressed upward mobility and a desire to help their parents as influencing their decision
to attend college.
Although the parents of study participants strongly encouraged their children to attend
college, many of the parents left their children to their own devices to comprehend college
applications (academic and financial), or relied on institutional agents to support their children in
navigating college admissions. Social capital is knowing what to ask and whom to ask about
transitioning to college and sharing that information (Mickelson, 2003). First-generation African
American college students require membership into networks where information and resources
about college are shared. While the parents of these students strongly encouraged them to go to
college, there was difficulty accessing college information, campus information, syllabi, etc.
because their parents and friends had limited or no experiences with transitioning to and
enrolling in college (Farmer-Hinton, 2008). With no social capital, first-generation African
American students face barriers from the start. Even though they are encouraged to go to college,
without the knowledge and social capital, the admissions and enrollment processes already
present challenges, making them feel like they do not belong before they even step into the
classroom. These students have no precedent in place for their new roles as college students, and
this foreignness can increase feelings of marginalization for these students on campus as they
begin classes. The support for these students and their parents has significant impact on their
college access and completion (Simmons, 2011). Expanding the acquisition of social capital and
knowledge about admissions and enrollment to IHEs increases a sense of mattering for these
students.
The enrollment process for participants, however, was challenging. Most participants
described their initial feelings about transitioning to college as “exciting,” but then reported later
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feeling “disappointed” after attempting to navigate college enrollment and admissions. This
process was reported by the participants as “challenging.” Eimers and Pike (1997) and Reason et
al. (2006) suggested transitions are brief and that adapting to the new role of a college student
typically occurs the first two years of college. Most participants reported counselors in secondary
and postsecondary schools were not extremely helpful with the transition from high school to
college. The participants’ stories indicate secondary schools and IHEs should coordinate efforts
to make the transition process more seamless. Secondary and postsecondary institutions must
fully recognize that first-generation students do not possess the social capital that is required to
navigate college enrollment and admissions (Holland & Farmer-Hinton, 2009). Participants of
this study reported that they perceived their respective secondary schools should have assisted
with college choice and enrollment. Additionally, participants of the study reported they arrived
at IHEs with the expectation they could rely on higher education administration to be properly
staffed with well-trained professionals who are aware of the proper resources for students and
their parents.
Traditionally, students would be able to rely on their counselors to provide them with
assistance with college preparation. Arriaza (2003) stated that institutional agents allow students
of color to gain social capital. Similar to the ways identities have a propensity for intersecting,
social networks (schools) should intersect with other networks (friendship networks) to increase
social capital (Arriaza, 2003).
Family friends and relatives can also help motivate first-generation African American
students to attend college, especially in the absence of parents. Belasco (2013) defined these
individuals as “weak-ties.” Some participants discussed their parents being the primary
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motivation to attend college, but others discussed the influence of family friends and relatives.
For Dylan, his aunt Linda served as a weak tie for him.
Parental influence is important to the success of all students, not just first-generation
African American college students, and heavily weighs on students’ decisions to attend college.
All the participants overwhelmingly expressed their parents’ support for college enrollment.
Although their parents were supportive and influenced their college enrollment, they simply
could not relate to navigating the college selection, enrollment, and housing processes.
Participants of this study indicated the need for family support, particularly stressing that
their parents played a role in their motivation to attend college. Parents may not know how to
support their children in the transition to college, but their continued encouragement and
involvement throughout their academic career play a factor in their success (Blackwell & Pinder,
2014). Institutions need to engage and educate parents of first-generation African American
college students so that they will know how to support them during college planning and
admissions, as well as offer orientations for parents to advise them of college admissions and
undergraduate experiences.
Theme 2: Navigating the First Year
Participants reported that navigating the first year was difficult, especially when they
perceived there was limited support for them, and they were left to discover how to navigate the
first year on their own. Feelings of isolation and lack of support may be based on race and plant
the seeds of feeling marginalized. According to Sedlacek (1987) upon entering a PWI, African
American students are immediately aware they are one of few Blacks on campus. It is during this
time students are sensitive to feelings of marginality (Schlossberg, 1989). African American
students experience these feelings of marginality in part because they do not see themselves
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reflected on the campuses of these institutions. As a result of feeling marginalized, this student
demographic is likely to have difficulty participating in orientations and adapting to college
(Froggé & Woods, 2018; Pascarella et al., 2004), often leaving them to navigate college alone.
All study participants overwhelmingly stated they were left to figure things out themselves and
were left to their own devices. For Lynne she tried to recall the support of her academic
counselors. She stated “so, I was left to figure it out on my own. And I think that, sometimes
when you grow up in an environment with parents who don’t know, who have never been to
college, then it’s just like you’re on your own to do or this is how you do it, you know.”
Additionally, Daniel stated “yeah, although it wasn’t much, I got more help from individual
instructors than from actual counselors. I didn’t know who my counselors were, because I was
still trying to figure it out as I went along.”
Participants discussed that arrival at their respective institutions prompted feelings of
inferiority and inadequacy. Natalia recalled a statement an academic counselor made to her
which made her feel “inadequate.” When she discussed considering changing her major with the
counselor, the counselor told her “Oh, I don't think you're gonna be able to withstand this class.
It’s a pretty, you know, in-depth class.” Natalia said the counselor was “very discouraging” and
then “I just built up some courage and I showed her different.” Schlossberg (1989) argued that
when individuals experience transitions (entering first grade or college, getting married or
retiring), they question if they can handily navigate the transition and adapt to the new role.
Froggé and Woods (2018) and Tym et al. (2004) suggested IHE faculty and staff assist students
with transition experiences to prevent feelings of inadequacy and discouragement as described
by Natalia. Bennett et al. (2000), Ives and Castillo-Montoya (2011), and Jones (2017) asserted
that IHEs should bear the responsibility of students feeling they are important and assist them in
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the new environment. This assistance from faculty and staff could help strengthen studentfaculty relationships, which Guiffrida and Douthit (2010) described as being important to student
success. Schlossberg (1989) believed that when individuals transition to new roles, it increases
feelings of marginality, characterized as lacking a sense of belonging. Schlossberg (1989) and
Nora (2004) posited that students need to know they belong and “fit” at institutions, which is
especially important in the first year of college. The first year of college is important to the
success of any college student, but the transition of first-generation African American college
students from predominantly Black high schools to PWIs can be especially challenging (Rayle &
Chung, 2007). Because there was no precedent in place and these students were first in their
families to attend college, they were unfamiliar about how to navigate their new roles. All
participants reported they observed differences between their home culture and their academic
culture. Although school culture where participants’ engagement with White faculty and peers
differed from their social patterns and behaviors with friends from home, none of the participants
reported any feelings of having to struggle between the two cultures, which can present
additional challenges as described by Adams and McBrayer (2020) and Bennett et al. (2000).
Participants did not report any feeling of struggling between two worlds, but many
reported an initial sense of unfamiliarity. This is consistent with Hurtado and Harper (2007) and
Schlossberg (1989) that the difficulty adjusting to the new role prompts feelings of marginality
and not belonging. During their first year, and often beyond, perceptions of not fitting in have
negative effects on first-generation African American students’ sense of belonging.
Theme 3: Sense of Belonging and Marginalization
Strayhorn (2018) defined sense of belonging as students’ perceived social support on
campus, a feeling or sensation of connectedness, and the experience of mattering or feeling cared
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about, accepted, respected, valued by, and important to the campus community or others on
campus such as faculty, staff, and peers. For Hoffman et al. (2002), sense of belonging refers to
students’ perceptions of where they “fit” in the university setting and how this perceived fit
represents their affiliation and identification in this new environment.
Participants of the present study stated they were not visibly shunned by faculty or
students of other races but, they did not feel an overwhelming sense of belonging at their
institutions. Some of the participants recalled observing they were only one of few Blacks on
campus and in the classroom. Harper et al. (2011) defined this “onlyness” as having to tactically
engage in spaces occupied by members of other racial groups. Participants addressed their
feelings of onlyness by being social and finding opportunities to seek other African Americans
on campus to feel some sense of belonging and community. Thus, establishing relationships with
other Black students afforded opportunities for them to interact with other students from the
same racial groups. The newly established relationships engendered a sense of belonging for
these students. According to Baumeister and Leary (1995), a sense of belonging is a basic
prosocial human need, and individuals need to experience “frequent, affectively pleasant
interactions” with others (p.497). One participant discussed how he was not concerned about
fitting in academically, but socially, which nonetheless has academic implications. Museus et al.
(2017) found that student engagement and integration on college campuses positively affects
their persistence toward degree attainment. Considering college campuses contain varying
communities and contexts that can affect students’ everyday experiences, it may be in the
interest of institutions to proactively create and cultivate a sense of belonging for first-generation
African American students.
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Although students who come from families with little to no history of attending higher
education may initially be excited about the transition, they may still find the actual experience
foreign (Strayhorn, 2018). This foreign feeling triggers a sense of alienation where students feel
like they do not belong (Hotchkins, 2021; Mwangi, 2016). However, some participants discussed
how Black Greek life and membership in the predominantly Black campus choir served as
sources of support that contributed to their fit and connection with the school. Specific attributes
of a sense of belonging include “fit” and “connectedness” (Mwangi, 2016). It is important for
first-generation African American students to feel connected to these institutions (Schlossberg,
1989). Harper (2008) asserted that one strategy to engender a sense of belonging for firstgeneration African American students is for student organizations to facilitate same-race peer
relationships and mentorships.
Several student development theories were considered for the current study: selfdetermination theory, student integration theory, and student departure theory. These theories,
though, place the onus on students to successfully integrate socially and academically. However,
the concern should be how PWIs can preemptively support students. Rendón’s validation theory
(1994) supports academic and interpersonal development in and outside of class. Validation
refers to the proactive support of students by other students, family, faculty, and members of
student affairs (Linares & Muñoz, 2011). Rendón further asserted that faculty and staff at IHEs
can help validate the identities and experiences of students of color both inside and outside of the
classroom. There are several ways validation can be demonstrated. Validation can be exhibited
by including the voices of these students in class, providing positive feedback, learning students’
names, making time to meet face to face with students and allowing students’ interests to lead
class discussion.
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Daniel detailed how more than one Greek organization sought to recruit him and it was
then that he felt important and noticed. This aligns with student perceptions of feeling
acknowledged and appreciated as described by Mwangi (2016) and Schlossberg (1989). This is
also one instance which demonstrates how Rendón’s validation theory can be employed, in that
through the development of positive, social relationships, students feel validated, as this is
especially important in the beginning of a student’s career.
Theme 4: Microaggressions and Racism
Some participants could not immediately recall any instances of overt racism, but they
did acknowledge negative experiences in academic settings. During my interviews with the
participants, they spoke about biases and perceived racism from White students. Jay recalled he
had always been an exceptional student academically, however, he stated he was always shy and
did not fit in socially. He decided to take a speech class to remedy his shyness. He recalled the
first day of his speech class. The male White instructor asked the students to introduce
themselves to the class and briefly explain why they elected to take the class. Jay described the
speech class held in a lecture room, where there were approximately sixty learners in the
classroom with only three students being Black. He said the three Black students “naturally sat
together.” Jay said he stood to introduce himself and before he could speak, a White student
sitting nearby said “I’ve never seen one of your kind in person before.” Jay said after the
instructor became aware of what the White student said, the instructor walked up the aisle and
made his way to the Black students. He asked their permission to turn this class session into a
panel. Jay further detailed the instructor did a pretty good job at controlling the situation. The
instructor was able to settle the tension, because the tension was incredibly thick. He was also
able to turn it into an incredible dialogue. Jay further stated that the instructor allowed input for
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commentary in an orderly manner. He further recalled that incident turned the three Black
students into a panel that provided a space where they talked about the types of things that would
create a comfortable environment and reduce incidents that were uncomfortable on a campus.
This action on the part of the instructor was a demonstration of a micro-inclusion. According to
McDowell (2019), micro-inclusions are the solution to microaggressions and are daily acts that
indicate to marginalized individuals they are included and matter. Although the Black students
were considerately asked to transform into a panel at that moment, Jay indicated they did not feel
“pressured” into becoming a panel. According to Guiffrida and Douthit (2010), instances of
cultural insensitivity cause spokesperson pressure. This is when instructors position students to
act as a spokesperson for their entire culture. Jay said he did not feel pressured to become part of
the panel at that moment and that he appreciated that the instructor allowed this moment to be
treated with care and attention to accuracy and detail. He assumed the instructor may have been
aware of his own inadequacies and did not allow this moment to further misinform or
misrepresent their backgrounds. Furthermore, it is instances like this in which African American
students can feel hypervisible, the feeling that all eyes are on them because they stand out
racially from the majority (Chavous, 2002; Shavers & Moore, 2019).
Saundra recalled how during one class where she was the only Black student in a class of
White students, many of the White students in her class would look at her in disbelief that she
was well-versed in the subject content and that she spoke eloquently. These participants
interpreted these microaggressions and these slights to mean “you don’t belong or you’re less
than White people.” These events as experienced and expressed by the participants aligned with
previous literature that racialized experiences in the form of microaggressions are common for
African American students at PWIs (Ancis et al., 1999; Billingsley & Hurd, 2019; Dovidio et al.,
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2001; Solórzano et al., 2000; Sue et al., 2007). Participants of the study shared more stories of
microaggressions, as opposed to micro-inclusions, they experienced.
Rudy provided numerous accounts where he was harassed by campus police. He recalled
instances in which White kids would be on the lawn doing handstands on top of kegs and the
police would ride past. The same time this was occurring he would be walking to his dorm and
the campus police would pull up and begin searching him and his friends. He recounted several
times he was harassed by campus police. He also recounted when he got removed from his dorm
room after a disagreement with his White roommate. After detailing the accounts, he reported
always feeling “targeted.” The stress and weariness from these experiences is what Harper et al.
(2011), Harper (2013), Lee (2018), and Smith et al. (2016) describe as “racial battle fatigue.”
Symptoms of racial battle fatigue are manifested through feelings of disappointment, defeat,
worry, and dread. However, for some students of color at PWIs, experiencing microaggressions
can lead to enhanced resiliency (Sue et al., 2007). Such harassment certainly contributed to
Rudy’s increased feeling of marginality and decreased his feelings of mattering. Rudy explained
how these hostile incidents eventually forced him to withdraw from school, but he eventually
returned and persisted to degree attainment. This finding is consistent with Harper and Hurtado’s
(2007) assertion that although some Black students persist to degree attainment, there are many
who prematurely withdraw and return home because of the racism and microaggressions they
endure. Racism that includes incidents such as harassment and interrogations by campus police,
are predicated on misconceptions that African American students pose a threat on the campuses
of PWIs (Smith et al., 2007; Solórzano, et al., 2000).
In their taxonomy of microaggressions, Sue et al. (2007) identified microinsults as subtle
slights, often unknown to the perpetrator, that expressly convey a hidden message to the recipient
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of color. Interviews with participants of the current study did not reveal that the full taxonomy of
microaggressions were experienced, however, many of the participants did experience
microinsults. Microinsults are “words and actions that convey rudeness, insensitivity, or
demeaning attitudes toward the racial or ethnic heritage or identity of people of color…and
convey a hidden insulting message to the recipients of color” (Sue et al., 2007, p. 138).
Solórzano et al. (2000) found that when African American students experience some
form of microaggression, they begin to feel isolated and cluster and form racially homogeneous
relationships. This is when students accept Black Greek life and Black gospel choir membership,
because the organizations are predominantly Black.
While the point of this discussion is not to place emphasis on microaggressions and
racism only, it is worth mentioning that the unwelcoming stares, gestures, and hostile campus
environments on behalf of White students projected toward African-American students support
Harper’s (2013) earlier claim. Harper (2013) asserted that due to a lack of diversity on the
campuses of PWIs, African American students continue to experience racial microaggressions
and hostile campus environments comparable to experiences from the civil rights era. It is
through incidents like hostile campus environments and subtle gestures that the presumption is
reflected that these students do not belong (Sue & Constantine, 2007). Considering all study
participants had a minimum of a bachelor’s degree, the stories related by the participants align
with Sue et al.’s (2007) findings that for some students of color at PWIs, experiencing
microaggressions can lead to enhanced resiliency. This finding is an illustration for Rudy who
was harassed off campus, but subsequently returned to school and persisted to degree attainment.
Part of helping first-generation African American students persist to degree attainment includes
examining their college experiences to help ameliorate negative racial experiences that
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marginalize them. Institutions can create counterspaces where individuals from marginalized
groups have dialogue with individuals from more advantaged groups to validate the experiences
of students from marginalized groups and offer corrective measures (Keels, 2019).
Theme 5: Helping First-Generation African American Students at PWIs
Participants of this study stated their parents had no college going experience and thus,
were limited in their own capacities for negotiating college choice, enrollment, and school
culture. These participants further stated having a mentor, specifically someone who looked like
them and who could relate to them and have had similar academic transition experiences, would
have benefitted them. Because, as they stated, the White counselors did not necessarily shun
them, but they did not extend themselves either.
When participants were asked suggestions for how PWIs could improve the experiences
of first-generation African American college students, their responses engendered a theme of
mentorship. Although this question does not specifically address any of this study’s research
questions, participants of this study advocated for mentorship. Faculty and peer mentoring
provide necessary support during college (Irlbeck et al., 2014). It is evident from participant
interviews that mentorship plays a vital role in increasing sense of belonging and making
students feel like they matter. Participants’ infrequent interaction with counselors aligns with
Meeuwisse’s (2010) assertion that African American students at PWIs have less communication
with faculty outside of the classroom. It is important that faculty increase the frequency of
engagement with first-generation African American students to increase their sense of belonging
on these campuses. Jay’s complaint of being treated like he was in an assembly line affirms the
argument of Guiffrida and Douthit (2010), that to establish connections with students, counselors
should conduct careful course planning with students. Participants of this study expressed they
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would have felt better supported if there was a mentor assigned to them, specifically someone
who was first-generation and African American. They would consider this person as someone
tangible as proof that their dream of degree attainment could be realized.
Limitations
As with any research, this study has limitations. Collecting data from multiple
participants via semi-structured interviews could conceivably involve misinterpretation of data.
In efforts to prevent misinterpreting the data, member checking was used to confirm participant
stories and experiences were properly captured. Additionally, because I am aware that being a
first-generation African American college student who attended a PWI might have formed my
biases, I bracketed my experiences to mitigate potential bias. The bracketing method required
that I employ a reflexive journal to write down and bracket my own thoughts and experiences
with the phenomenon. In a small paper notebook, I journaled and wrote details I recalled from
my own college experiences attending PWIs.
Another potential limitation of the study is that participants may have intentionally
withheld some information on their college going experiences for fear of shame or unfamiliarity.
Also, participants may have responded in ways that put them in a positive light rather than
truthfully, which is known as social desirability bias (Larson, 2019). However, probing followup questions were directed to the participants to help address these potential limitations.
This study was limited to 11 first-generation African American students who attended a
PWI. Ultimately, the findings from this study may not be applicable to all first-generation
African American college students and therefore are not generalizable to the larger study sample
because of the small sample. Qualitative studies similar to the present study are not designed to
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yield generalizable findings but provide in-depth insight into participants’ experiences that
quantitative studies with larger samples cannot.
The research also does not provide data that were collected over time, but rather at one
point in time. The data for this study were collected after participants’ attained their degrees.
This is presented as a limitation seeing that participants may have misremembered events or
experiences because they occurred some time ago.
At the time of data collection, participants were no longer attending their undergraduate
studies and had already obtained their degrees. The interviews allowed participants to reflect on
their college transition experiences.
All participants of the current study were graduates of PWIs. Considering they were
graduates of PWIs, their experiences could be different from individuals who did not complete a
degree.
Implications for Practice
Although PWIs increasingly attempt to diversify their campuses, it is still critical they
improve support and resources for first-generation African American college students. TRIO is
beneficial to first-generation African American college students because it is a federal program
to support marginalized and first-generation college students from high school through college.
As mentioned earlier, outreach and support programs, such as TRIO, were legislated to support
this group of underrepresented students (Engle & Tinto, 2008; NCES, 2001). As a result of this
study, the following are implications for PWIs to increase resources and support for
underrepresented students: create counterspaces for marginalized students and more advantaged
students to engage in dialogue, provide mentors on campus for these students, and increase
diversity among faculty and students. Participants stated although there were academic
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counselors available at the institutions, they were predominantly White, and the students felt
those counselors could not fully understand their experiences.
Participants in the study expressed that closer relationships with faculty would have made
them feel like they mattered at their respective institutions. Participants also stated cultivating
positive relationships with faculty would provide a sense of mattering for them. These sentiments
expressed by the participants align with Guiffrida and Douthit’s (2010) assertion that these types
of relationships cause African American students to feel supported.
Participants of the study stressed there is an overwhelming need for PWIs to better
support first-generation African American students at PWIs and make them feel like they matter
and belong on these campuses. Participants expressed mentorship on the campuses of PWIs as
crucial to their support. They described a mentor as someone, specifically alumni, who has also
experienced microaggressions and a lack of social capital and sense of belonging at PWIs. The
participants stated that seeing someone who had experienced and overcome the same challenges,
would be motivation for making them feel welcome on campus and feel as if they fit in, which in
turn may help them persist until graduation. As described by Harper (2013), positive same race
relationships and mentorship allow African American students to develop a sense of belonging.
Student affairs professionals could also benefit from information from this study. Results
from this study could provide student affairs professionals with data on the microaggressions
first-generation African American students face at PWIs and their lack of a sense of belonging,
as well as their lack of social capital, which suggests the need for proactive measures to enhance
a sense of belonging for these students. Student affairs offices could encourage White students to
step outside of what is normal for them to develop acquaintances with African American
students by facilitating counterspaces and to create dialogue with White students regarding the
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importance of diversity and belongingness. Educational leaders and administrators do firstgeneration African American students a disservice by not proactively cultivating a sense of
belonging for them. If it is the intent of institutions to retain these students and make them feel
they are an integral part of the institution, PWIs need to be aware these students require a sense
of belonging as they navigate the transition to college.
Recommendations for Further Research
Research on first-generation college students exists; however, there is much more to
understand how first-generation African-American college students feel that they fit in and
matter at PWIs. Participants in the study provided insight into challenges they faced preparing
for and upon entering their first year of college. Programs designed to prepare these students and
to develop their knowledge about the college enrollment process can ease their transition to
college. Considering faculty can have a positive or negative impact on this group of students,
research of how to train faculty to realize the importance of diversity and to optimize the college
experience of all students is significant. More than one of the participants discussed how having
an academic counselor, who was not a minority, deterred them from seeking counseling on any
level. Future researchers should investigate if first-generation African American students at
PWIs who have counselors specifically trained in their needs can help them transition and fit into
PWIs.
To further research on first-generation African American students at PWIs, additional
research should be conducted about campus resources expressly for them. Now that research has
been conducted to determine this student population at PWIs, further research is necessary to
determine what these institutions are doing to effectively make these students feel they are a part
of the institution.
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Considering this is an exploratory study, opportunities for additional quantitative research
exist. Findings of the present study cannot be generalized to all first-generation African
American students at PWIs. Future research should also include quantitative studies with larger
sample sizes to also include first-generation African American students in relation to other
factors, such as socioeconomic status, language, geographic location, immigration status.
Another recommendation for future research is to broaden the target population to
community and junior colleges. This study focused on students who attended four-year public
state universities. Increasing the population to students who transition directly to two-year
colleges would help researchers understand if the size of the institution factors into the
experience.
An added recommendation would be to expand this study adding a component of the
high-school pre-college processes. This could include students receiving assistance with college
applications, selection, financial aid, and college tours. These processes can lay the foundation
for first-generation African American students transitioning from high school to college. All the
implications and recommendations stemmed from themes that emerged from the data based
uniquely on the lived experiences of the eleven participants who volunteered for this study.
It is clear from the findings that race and first-generation status play intricate roles in the
academic experiences of African American college students. The above findings highlight the
need for increased understanding of the academic and social experiences of first-generation
African American students at PWIs and how these experiences are associated with both race and
first-generation status. It is important to conduct research on students who are first-generation
and African American. Research on these students could facilitate the development of culturally
aware theories, models, and frameworks that do not automatically assume that these students
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experience higher education at PWIs similarly to other groups, such as continuing-generation
students and students of other racial groups.
Concluding Remarks
In closing, the impetus to conduct research on first-generation African American college
students at PWIs stemmed from my own experience with this phenomenon and possessing a lack
of knowledge about how to navigate paperwork, the college campus, and to whom to seek out for
the related challenges I experienced. The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand how
first-generation African American college students feel they matter at a PWI. This group is one
of the fastest growing student populations in higher education (Engle, 2007). However, the
percentage of degree attainment is not equally divided between students (U.S. Department of
Education, 2017).
Considering the historical context of educational access and attainment for African
Americans coupled with existing challenges, the study was designed to determine if students feel
they matter as they transition to PWIs, which is central to Schlossberg’s (1989) theory of
marginality and mattering. Analysis of the data revealed the following themes: college
enrollment influences, how to navigate the first year, sense of belonging and marginalization, as
well as microaggressions and racism. The findings also indicated helping first-generation African
American students as a significant factor in making sure they feel like they belong on and matter
at the campuses of PWIs, which may lead to better college experiences.
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Appendix A

Conceptual Framework: Marginality and Mattering
Marginality and mattering are polar concepts. When college students feel that they matter,
feelings of marginality decrease.

Marginality
When an individual
experiences a transition, the
feeling of being marginal
occurs; a sense of not fitting
in can lead to feelings of
marginality

Lack of Sense of
Belonging

Microaggressions
Microassaults- "old
fashioned" racism
MicroinsultsAssumption that
people of color are
not qualified
Microinvalidationsnullify racial
experiences

Mattering
The need to feel that others
depend on us, are interested
in us, or are concerned with
our fate

Social Capital
(Benefitting from
resources through
networks that leads
to success in higher
education)
Individuals are not
born with social
capital, but can
acquire it
Resources
Friends and family
members who have
gone to college and
received a degree;
academic counselors
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Appendix B
Epoche
My parents knew very little about higher education. My mother grew up in the rural south
where she picked cotton to earn money. Her educational experience did not exceed her senior
year of high school, and her earnings from picking cotton were certainly not enough to afford
college. After high school, she left the south and moved to a major city where she held various
labor jobs.
My father grew up in a major city and attended a local inner city high school. Upon
graduating high school, he enlisted in the armed forces where he served four years and was
honorably discharged. After returning home from the military, he took the police exam and was
hired. He did not pursue higher education. At the time he applied for the police department,
college degrees were not required of applicants. If an applicant had no college experience, their
military experience was viewed as an asset to the application process and an honorable discharge
from the armed services was accepted in lieu of a college degree. During his career, he worked
as a beat officer, a tactical officer, and he was later promoted to detective where he was assigned
to investigate violent crimes and homicides across the city. He had an illustrious career in law
enforcement for nearly 30 years.
I grew up in a household with both my parents and two siblings and we are all African
American. We lived in a Black neighborhood. I attended predominantly Black schools and
church. My interactions with other races and ethnicities were minimal. Until I was 17 years old, I
was only surrounded by African American culture. African Americans were always held in a
positive light. My family, pastor, and teachers always taught me to be proud and told me that I
mattered. When I enrolled to a PWI, I became acutely aware of social stigmas and stereotypes
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that were placed on African Americans. These experiences would have formative and enduring
impacts on my life.
As a first-generation African American college student who graduated from a
predominantly Black high school, focusing on my doctoral studies is my biggest accomplishment
to date. I was fortunate to attend a small, African American single sex high school where I
excelled in all honors classes. My acceptance to this school was an accomplishment to be
celebrated. Attending this school, where the teachers and students looked like me, positively
influenced my academic performance and self-confidence. Not only did the teachers have great
expectations of the students, but we as students celebrated one another when expectations were
exceeded. Attending a same race school allowed me to develop a deeper sense of belonging. In
retrospect, I feel conflicted about having attended a same race school. There was no racial
stereotyping and there was curriculum that included African culture. It was a relaxed
environment for me and was also empowering. I felt a sense of belonging and membership at the
high school I attended; however, upon arriving to college, the feelings of belonging and
membership disappeared and left me feeling isolated. I experienced culture shock. There were
not many African American students on the campus, there were not many African American
instructors, and the curriculum did not include a variety of individuals from racial and ethnic
groups as references for excellence. I struggled with the challenges of being first-generation and
African American at a predominantly White institution.
Though my parents did not go to college, they knew and stressed the importance of a
college degree. Under my parents’ instruction, I enrolled in college immediately after high
school. However, because they lacked college experience, they were unaware of how to advise
me about seeking college information, college visits and how to pay for college. In addition, the
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high school I attended was resource-weak and there were not enough academic advisors to aid all
graduating seniors with college selection and enrollment. My experience as a student from a
small, same race high school did not fully prepare me to attend a predominantly White institution
(PWI). Without the help of my parents or high school counselors, navigating college was all my
responsibility.
Upon enrollment in a PWI, I only saw students and faculty who looked like me
infrequently. There were no introductions to first-generation nor multi-cultural student groups. I
felt left alone to navigate financial aid applications, face personal life obstacles, and struggle to
complete extensive research papers. My high school had not prepared me for large lecture halls. I
felt I was put at a disadvantage.
Most first-generation college students are female, Black and come from low-income
families. These demographics offer different college experiences for every first-generation
college student. Neither I nor my parents could not fully carry the load of all the college
expenses. I came from a great two-parent home, where there was a meal on the table every night
and my father was an excellent provider for our family. Unfortunately, many African American
first-generation college students do not share these benefits.
Because my father worked as a violent crimes and homicide detective, he often used
work investigations as crucial life lessons to teach me; constantly reminding me there were
dangers lurking at every corner of the city. I came to understand at an early age he felt it was his
job to protect the streets he patrolled and keep his family safe. I think he often thought
catastrophically. Because of his efforts to keep me safe, he wanted to ensure he saw me daily and
dismissed my request to stay on campus. Consequently, I was a commuter student. Since I was a
commuter student and held a part-time job off campus, I had a difficult time fitting in the campus
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community. I saw that opportunities for socialization awaited those who were residential
students because they lived, dined and studied together. Additionally, being a commuter student
caused me to miss out on opportunities to connect with the institution and other students. I had
infrequent contact with students and faculty. Wherever I went on campus, there was a lack of
student and teacher representation of color. There were instances where there twenty White
students in a class and I was the only Black person in many of my classes in higher education. I
felt alienated attending a PWI. In more than one class, particularly in those where I was the only
student of color, I experienced microinsults. Teachers would often fail to acknowledge me in the
classroom during class discussions. Although these microinsults were nonverbal, the message
was conveyed to me that my contributions were not important. In many classroom discussions, I
felt my opinion did not matter because I was the minority. I was the only Black student, and
there were times I received a subtle glance of the eye from a White student that I interpreted as
“How did you get here?” or their loathsome look past me when it was time for a group project.
The glances and exclusions from group projects made me feel marginal.
There were no prominent African American scholars and leaders discussed nor
demonstrated as references for excellence. There was poor social adjustment, and I felt no sense
of community at a PWI. I never identified any support networks at the PWI I attended, nor did it
provide opportunities for me to interact with other students who shared experiences similar to my
own. I do not recall any instructors or academic advisors reaching out to me asking me how I
was progressing, or if there was anything I needed to improve. There were no pep talks from
teachers, counselors, etc. There were no students who looked like me, encouraging me to join
any student unions or clubs. I vividly remember feeling alone on a road less traveled. These are
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the challenges I will always remember as the ones contributing to my academic probation during
my junior year of undergrad.
During my time as an undergrad at a PWI, I would reach out to my peers who attended
HBCUs, and they were thriving at those institutions. They talked about joining fraternities and
sororities, enjoying close relationships with faculty, and how they seamlessly integrated into
these institutions. I was instantly resentful for not having applied to any HBCUs. I became
doubtful of my college academic performance because it was less than stellar, and I had no idea
to whom to express my concerns. My declining grades were a clear indicator I was not fully
prepared for this institution. Considering I was in the national honor society while in high school,
I regarded myself as a standout student.
Many of the teachers at my high school were constantly checking in with the students,
reminding us that we could come see them after class with any questions, and encouraging
further contact outside of class. Their approachability is what helped us express concerns about
ourselves and classes. That sense of approachability to each and every student in high school was
missing from the PWI I attended.
In contrast, students in IHEs assume increased responsibility. For example, student aid is
the student’s responsibility, and if the student does not seek assistance, then they are culpable for
their lack or denial of student aid. However, based on my experience of being marginalized at
PWIs, it’s no wonder I did not seek help from the institution. Approachability and comfortability
with an institution’s faculty is extremely important to motivate and encourage student success,
and that seemed to never be offered to me at the PWI I attended.
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Having transitioned from a small high school, I was not prepared for large lecture style
classes. I did not know anything about TAs (teacher assistants) or office hours. I did not know
who to consult when I had a concern about an assignment. Aside from that, I did not want to
depend on my parents for extra money so I unwisely assumed I could easily hold a part-time job
as a full-time student. There were times I was rushing from class to get to work, but I did not
know what office hours were to make an attempt to meet with a professor to discuss my
declining grades. I do not recall being flagged by any staff to advise me what resources were
available to me in efforts to improve my grades. Subsequently, I was placed on academic
probation. My perceived failure as a result of academic probation was detrimental to my
confidence.
It was hard for me to turn to peers who attended HBCUs or even my peers who were
continuing-generation students and expect them to understand. Being a student at a four-year
public, research institution from a small African American same race high school rendered
stressful days and left me doubting my choice to attend a PWI.
I left college my junior year, followed my father’s footsteps, and began a career in law
enforcement. Fortunately, I had the academic credits necessary to be hired. I reenrolled in
college after becoming a police officer. Although there were moments I felt challenged in my
return to college, I also experienced some privileges. I was able to return with a full-time job that
offered tuition reimbursement. This benefit broadened my learning and increased chances for
further educational and employment opportunities. Additionally, working for a large municipal
department where I work with men and women and serve a city of people from various racial
and ethnic backgrounds forced me to effectively adapt to new cultures.
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My being African American and first-generation brings me to another place of duality. I
entered college with so much determination, basing my potential academic success on being an
honor student throughout high school. Although I left college my junior year, I was able to return
to college with maturation, transformation and experience of acculturation. I was able to return
because of a job that forced me to overcome culture shock and also offered tuition
reimbursement, through which I obtained a bachelor’s degree, a master’s degree, and am
fortunate to be conducting research on this phenomenon for a doctoral degree. Hopefully, this
study will help PWIs transform the way they support first-generation African American students
at their institutions. Some of these students will find it difficult to make it to graduation. My
ability to further my education allowed me to identify what prevents African Americans and
first-generation college students from succeeding academically at these institutions. Recognizing
my own challenges and privileges, I am conducting this research in hopes it can help those in
similar situations to increase educational equity at these institutions.
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Appendix C
Letter of Invitation for Participation

Dear Prospective Participant,

My name is Sabrina Sanders and I am a doctoral student at DePaul University. I am writing to
ask if you are interested in learning more about participating in a research study on the college
experiences of first-generation African American students who graduated from a predominantly
White institution (PWI). The research that I am conducting is part of the requirements for a
doctoral degree in Educational Leadership. As a first-generation African American who has only
attended PWIs, I understand that there are unique experiences that you may have had and I am
interested to learn more about those experiences.
Participating in this study will include an interview scheduled the month of February and will be
a conversation that should last no longer than 90 minutes. It is not a requirement to respond to
each question. If you agree to participate in this study, your identity will be kept confidential.
If you are interested in learning more about participating, please contact me by phone at
312.241.4911 or by email at SSANDE22@depaul.edu.
Please respond to this email by February 20, 2022 if you are interested in being considered for
this study. Also be advised you can withdraw from the research study at any time.

Sincerely,

Sabrina Sanders
Doctoral Student
DePaul University
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Appendix D
Interview Protocol
Good morning, (afternoon, evening). Thank you for agreeing to participate in my study.
The goal of my study is to learn more about the college experiences of first-generation African
American students who graduated from a predominantly White institution (PWI). The research
that I am conducting is part of the requirements for a doctoral degree in Educational Leadership.
As a first-generation African American who has only attended PWIs, I understand that there are
unique experiences that you may have had and I am interested to learn more about those
experiences.
The information gathered here will be used for my doctoral dissertation. I want to point out a
couple of things to you before we start:
your participation is entirely voluntary and you do not have to respond to every item or question;
your responses will remain anonymous and confidentiality will be maintained; and
you can withdraw from the study at any time without any consequence.
This interview will require approximately 90 minutes to complete. Thank you for consenting to
participate in this study.
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Appendix E
Interview Questions
1.

Tell me about your feelings toward college before going.

2.

Tell me about an important person who affected your decision to attend college?

3.

Please describe the experience you had transitioning from high school to college.

4.

Were you aware of any services for you as a first-generation college student (FGCS) at your institution?

5.

Would you have attended an orientation event designed for first-generation college students, more
specifically for African American (AA) college students? If so, what information would have been helpful
at such an event?

6.

How supportive were your academic counselors and instructors with you? How could they have provided
better support?

7.

How comfortable were you asking questions in class or to an academic counselor?

8.

Do you believe you were treated the same as other students by instructors and other students? Please
elaborate.

9.

Tell me about any experiences at the PWI that made you feel like you mattered at the institution.

10. Tell me about any experiences that made you feel marginal at the PWI.
11. Please talk about any challenges that you had during your time at that institution.
12. What strategies did you use to overcome these challenges?
13. Please tell me about any stereotypes, discrimination or gestures you experienced at the PWI and how you
handled them.
14. Do you feel like you belonged in your first year of college?
15. Did you feel like you had a sense of belonging before you attended the institution, or was it developed
once you enrolled in the institution?
16. Tell me about any experiences that made you feel welcome as an African American student at the PWI.
17. Tell me about any experiences that made you feel unwelcome as an African American student at the PWI.
18. Given your experiences, what support or resources do you feel African American students need to feel at
PWIs?
19. Is there anything you would like to share about your experiences as an AA FGCS at a PWI?
Thank you for participating in this interview. I will be contacting you after your interview has been
transcribed, via an email, with questions about accuracy or possibly to clarify some of your responses.
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Appendix F

Research Involving Human Subjects
NOTICE OF INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD ACTION
To: Sabrina Sanders, Educational Leadership; LLC Department, College of Education
Date: February 11, 2022
Re: Research Protocol # IRB-2021-439
Title: It's Not Easy Being Green: An Examination of First-Generation African American College Students’
Experiences at Predominantly White Institutions
Please review the following important information about the review of your proposed research activity.
Review Details
This submission is an initial submission.
Your research project meets the criteria for Expedited review under 45 CFR 46.110.
Approval Details
Your research protocol was reviewed and approved on February 11, 2022.
Approval Date: February 11, 2022
Please note: Under the revised regulations, protocols requiring expedited review no longer require continuing review at least annually. If we
have approved your protocol under the revised regulations, you will not see an expiration date of one year later. However, if any changes
are made to your research at any time while it is being conducted, you still need to submit an amendment prior to initiating the amendment
changes. If we approved your research under the revised regulations, but the IRB specifically required continuing review for this protocol,
you will see an expiration date related to the specifically assigned approval period. If any changes are made to your research, you still need
to submit an amendment prior to initiating the amendment changes.
Approved Study Documents: See the attachments tab in the protocol application online.
Number of Approved Subjects: See the approved protocol application online.
You should not exceed the total number of subjects without prospectively submitting an amendment to the IRB requesting an increase in
subject number.

Findings: 1. Expedited Category 6 - # (6) Collection of data from voice, video, digital, or image recordings made for research purposes. #
2.Expedited Category 7 - #(7) Research on individual or group characteristics or behavior (including, but not limited to, research on perception, cognition, motivation,
identity, language, communication, cultural beliefs or practices, and social behavior) or research employing survey, interview, oral history, focus group,

program evaluation, human factors evaluation, or quality assurance methodologies.#
3.Waiver of Documentation of Consent C 1 (ii) - Waiver of Documentation of Signed Informed Consent Granted under 45 CFR 46.117(c) 1 (ii) -The research presents
no more than minimal risk of harm to subjects and involves no procedures for which written consent is normally required outside of the research context.

Includes:
Reminders

-

-

If you have approved documents, such as consent, parent/legal guardian permission, assent or recruitment materials, the approved versions are
listed on the attachment tab in specific protocol in eProtocol. When you no longer need certain documents, they should be deleted from the
attachment tab as not being used any longer. You may do this at the time of submitting an amendment or continuing review submission or we will
delete them as part of the review process. Historically approved documents can be seen in the event history section for a specific protocol.
Any changes to the funding source or funding status must be sent to the IRB as an amendment.
Prior to implementing revisions to project materials or procedures, you must submit an amendment application detailing the changes to the IRB
for review and receive notification of approval.
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-

You must promptly report any problems that have occurred involving research participants to the IRB in writing.
Once the research is completed, you must send a final closure report for the research to the IRB.

The Board would like to thank you for your efforts and cooperation and wishes you the best of luck on your research. If you have any questions,
please contact Jessica Bloom, Director of Research Compliance by telephone at (312) 362-6168 or by email at jbloom8@depaul.edu.

DePaul U IORG#: 0000628 FWA#: 00000099 IRB Registration#: 00000964
For the Board,

Jessica Bloom

DePaul U IORG#: 0000628 FWA#: 00000099 IRB
Registration#: 00000964
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Appendix G
ADULT CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
It’s Not Easy Being Green: An Examination of First-Generation African American College
Students’ Experiences at Predominantly White Institutions
Principal Investigator:

Sabrina Sanders
Doctoral Student

Institution:

DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois, USA

Department, School, College-:

DePaul University
College of Education

Faculty Advisor:

Christopher McCullough, Ed.D.
College of Education

Key Information:
What is the purpose of this research?
I am asking you to be in a research study because I am trying to learn more about the college
experiences of first-generation African American students who graduated from a predominantly
White institution (PWI). The research that I am conducting is part of the requirements for a
doctoral degree in Educational Leadership. As a first-generation African American who has only
attended PWIs, I understand that there are unique experiences that you may have had and I am
interested to learn more about those experiences. This study is being conducted by Sabrina
Sanders, a doctoral student at DePaul University as a requirement to obtain her doctoral degree.
This research is being supervised by her faculty advisor, Christopher McCullough.
I hope to include about 6 people in the research.

Why are you being asked to be in the research?
You are invited to participate in this study because you attended a PWI for an undergraduate
degree, identify as African American, matriculated to college immediately after high school, and
are able to reflect on your experiences at a PWI. For purposes of this study, first-generation college
students are defined as the first in their immediate family to attend college. You must be age 18 or
older to be in this study. This study is not approved for the enrollment of people under the age of
18.
What is involved in being in the research study?
If you agree to be in this study, being in the research involves taking part in semi-structured
interviews, which will allow you and myself (the principal investigator) to engage in a
conversation in the manner a normal conversation would, while also addressing the concerns of
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the research study. The purpose of this study is to explore the experiences of first-generation
African Americans who attended a predominantly White institution for their undergraduate
degree.
 If you participate in this study, you will be asked questions during an interview concerning
your college experiences. The interviews will be audio recorded to ensure the accuracy of the
collected information and all interviews will be transcribed into transcripts that you will be
able to review and edited if needed. This process is called member-checking. It should take
you no longer than sixty minutes to review your transcript. Some topics that will be covered
in the interview include your friendships in college, relationships with college faculty, and
how much you felt like you mattered at the institution you attended.
 You will be asked demographic questions asking if you identify as a first-generation student,
if you self-identify as African American or Black and the name of the institution you
attended.
The interview will be audio recorded and transcribed into written notes later in order to get an
accurate record of what you said.

Are there any risks involved in participating in this study?
You may feel uncomfortable or embarrassed (or sad or angry) about answering certain questions.
You do not have to answer any question you do not want to. The risks related to this study are
minimal. There is a slight chance you could feel uncomfortable or negative emotions while
answering some of the questions. Measures that will be taken in efforts to alleviate the potential
risks are ensuring you are comfortable. As the researcher, I will be careful not to pressure you
into answering uncomfortable questions. I will remind you that you can withdraw from the study
at any time without penalty. There are no other known risks associated with participation in this
study.

Are there any benefits to participating in this study?
You will not personally benefit from being in this study. The expected benefit from participating
in this study is that the result may serve to further the understanding of higher education
administrators, faculty, and student affairs of students who are first-generation African American
students at predominantly White institutions. Results from this study may also begin to provide
information about what first-generation African American students are facing and how they feel
about what they are experiencing. This information may encourage more support programs and
or classes for this population of students.

How much time will this take?
Your participation with this study will take approximately two hours of your time. The interview
is expected to last approximately sixty minutes and if needed, the process to review and edit your
transcript (member-check) should take no longer than sixty minutes.
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Other Important Information about Research Participation
Is there any kind of payment, reimbursement or credit for being in this study?
The time that you commit to participate in this study is the only cost associated with participating
in this study. There are no other costs associated with participating in this study.
Are there any costs to me for being in the research?
There is no compensation for participating in this study.
Can you decide not to participate?
Your participation is voluntary, which means you can choose not to participate. There will be no
negative consequences, penalties, or loss of benefits if you decide not to participate or change
your mind later and withdraw from the research after you begin participating. You may withdraw
from this study at any time without any penalty.
Who will see my study information and how will the confidentiality of the information
collected for the research be protected?
The research records will be kept and stored securely. Your information will be combined with
information from other people taking part in the study. When we write about the study or publish
a paper to share the research with other researchers, we will write about the combined
information we have gathered. We will not include your name or any information that will
directly identify you. Some people might review or copy our records that may identify you in
order to make sure we are following the required rules, laws, and regulations. For example, the
DePaul University Institutional Review Board may review your information. If they look at
records, they will keep your information confidential.
To prevent others from accessing records or identifying you should they gain access to records,
some protections have been set in place. These protections include using a pseudonym (a fake
name) for you and other people in the study and keeping the records in a safe and secure place in
my home using a password protected computer.
Direct identifiers will be removed from your information and replaced with a pseudonym (a fake
name) that cannot be linked back to you. This means your information has been de-identified.
The audio recordings will be kept until accurate written notes have been made, then they will be
destroyed three years after the conclusion of this study.

Your name and school name will not be used in this study. These will only be known to the
researcher. Pseudonyms (Student 1, Student 2) will be assigned if you do not provide a
pseudonym. The researcher will make every effort to protect your identity.
Interview transcripts and any other data will be stored on a password protected electronic device
which will be stored and locked in the home office of the researcher for three years after the
conclusion of the study.
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Any written notes and paper records will be stored in a safe in my home prior to being shredded
in a cross-cut shredder and recycled three years after the conclusion of the study. Digital records
will be stored on a password protected device and three years after the conclusion of the study
will be erased using a data erasing software program application designed to remove data from
the storage device. Any back-up data stored on USB drives will be reformatted and data wiped.
Considering digital recordings include voices of research participants, any recordings will be
destroyed by using a data erasure tool that securely and permanently erases data from voice
recorders. All data from the study (transcriptions and audio recordings) will be safeguarded and
stored in a safe at my home, to be destroyed three years after the conclusion of the study.

Who should be contacted for more information about the research?
Before you decide whether to accept this invitation to take part in the study, please ask any
questions that might come to mind now. Later, if you have questions, suggestions, concerns, or
complaints about the study or you want to get additional information or provide input about this
research, you can contact the researcher:
Principal Investigator:

Sabrina Sanders
312.241.4911
SSANDE22@depaul.edu

Faculty Sponsor:

Christopher McCullough
Cmccull1@depaul.edu

This research has been reviewed and approved by the DePaul Institutional Review Board (IRB).
If you have questions about your rights as a research subject, you may contact Jessica Bloom in
the Office of Research Services at 312-362-6168 or by email at jbloom8@depaul.edu.
You may also contact DePaul’s Office of Research Services if:




Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research team.
You cannot reach the research team.
You want to talk to someone besides the research team.

Statement of Consent from the Subject:
I have read the above information. I have had all my questions and concerns answered.
By participating in this interview, you are indicating your agreement to be in the research.

